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EXECUTION VERSION 

This Arroyo Seco Music and Arts Festival License Agreement ("Agreement") is entered 

into by and between ROSE BOWL OPERA TING COMPANY ("RBOC"), as agent for the CITY 

OF PASADENA ("CITY"), and ANSCHUTZ ENTERTAINMENT GROUP, INC., on behalf of 

itself and its wholly-owned subsidiary Goldenvoice, LLC (collectively, "AEG"; and collectively 

with RBOC and CITY, the "Parties") with an office at 800 West Olympic Boulevard, Suite 305, 

Los Angeles, CA. 90015, and is dated as of June I, 2016. 

RECITALS: 

WHEREAS, CITY is the owner of certain real property in the Central Arroyo area of 

CITY including the Rose Bowl Stadium (the "Stadium"), adjoining Brookside Golf Course 

(''Brookside'') and Brookside Park, Area H and surrounding areas and parking lots (collectively, 

"'Licensed Areas" as hereafter defined); and 

WHEREAS, RBOC has been delegated the authority to enter into certain contracts for 

and on behalf of CITY: and 

WHEREAS, AEG is a world-class music and arts festival promoter and desires to use the 

Licensed Areas to operate an annual expertly produced, multi-day, multi-stage sophisticated 

primarily music and arts focused festival specially created for families and the community to 

experience together (the "Festival'' or the "Event"): and 

WHEREAS, RBOC desires to grant AEG the right to use the Licensed Areas to operate 

the Festival on the conditions and for the consideration set forth herein. 

NOW, THEREFORE, for and consideration of the promises and mutual covenants and 

conditions hereafter stated, the Parties agree as follows: 
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Certain Defined Terms. As used in this Agreement. the following terms shall have the following 
meanings (such meanings to be equally applicable to both the singular and plural fonns of the 
terms defined): 

"ADA" is defined in Section 13.0. 

''AEG" shall mean ANSCHUTZ ENTERTAINMENT GROUP. INC. on behalf of itself and its 
wholly owned subsidiary. Goldenvoice, LLC. 

"AEG Event" is defined in Section l 1.0. 

"AEG Event Exercise'' is defined in Section 11.0. 

"Amplified Sound Permit" shall mean the permit issued by the General Manager pursuant to 
Pasadena Municipal Code Section 9.36.170, and attached to the Agreement as Exhibit "B, which 
exhibit may be updated each year of the Term.'' 

''Annual Rent" is defined in Section I. l. 

"Artist" shall mean any performer at the Event. 

'·Brookside" is defined in the Recitals . 

.. Capital Investment" is defined in Section I. I. 

"CITY" shall mean the City of Pasadena. 

"City Approvals" shall mean all extraordinary approvals from the CITY that are necessary to 
host the Event at the Licensed Areas (such as municipal code amendments and environmental 
clearances). 

·'Claims'' is defined in Section J 3.0. 

"CPI" shall mean the consumer price index for the Los Angeles-Orange-Riverside Counties. 

"Disputed Items" is defined in Section l 0.4. 

"Earlv Termination Period" shall mean the period commencing three (3) years after the first (I 51
) 

Event and ending August 3 l of such third (3 1d) year. 

"EIR" is defined in Section 1.1. 

"Event" shall mean the production of a consecutive two-day or three-day sophisticated, expertly 
produced multi-stage primarily music and a11s focused festival open to the public upon the 
purchase of tickets, specially created for families and the community to experience together, to 
take place pursuant to the tem1s and conditions of this Agreement, and shall substantially 
conform to the description set forth in Schedule l. unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the 
Parties. 
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shall mean two (2) consecutive \Veekend performance days anticipated to 
commence in June 2017 and up to three (3) consecutive Friday-weekend performance days (as 
determined by AEG in its sole discretion) during the month of June 2018 (or in the second year 
of the Event if the first Event is not held in 2017) and each June thereafter during the Term, with 
such days to be mutually agreed-upon by the Parties no later than thirty (30) days after the prior 
year's Event, with the intention that the Event will occur on the same weekend each June, 
provided, however, that the second Sunday of each June shall not be an Event Day (due to Rose 
Bowl Flea Market); or such other dates as the General Manager and AEG may agree, provided, 
that, AEG acknowledges and agrees that Event Days cannot be on the second Sunday of any 
month (due to Rose Bowl Flea Market), nor conflict with the exclusive period rights (August 15 
of each year through January l 0 of the following year) granted to UCLA, on behalf of its football 
program, and the Tournament of Roses pursuant to agreements with such parties and made 
available to AEG. 

"Event Losses" shall mean independently verified, operating losses before interest, taxes, 
depreciation, and amortization and shall be reported in compliance with generally accepted 
accounting principles (GAAP). Event Losses shall equal the excess of unreimbursed operating 
expenses over operating revenue from an Event. The calculation of Event Losses shall exclude 
nonrecurring and/or extraordinary one-time expenses. Operating revenues shall include all gross 
revenues (including the fair market value of trade and barter above the amounts specified under 
subsection (ii) of Excluded Items below) received from or as a result of an Event from any and 
all sources by AEG, Goldenvoice and any of their respective subsidiaries, less the reasonable and 
actual third party cash expenses from the same Event. The calculation of Event Losses shall not 
include the following: (i) the Capital Investment (ii) AEG (or affiliated) overhead allocations; (ii) 
one-time expense reimbursements that are not RBOC Event Expenses, (iii) any costs associated 
with the EIR, (iv) any costs that are not directly and entirely related to such same Event, (v) any 
costs or expenses to restore or repair damage as required elsewhere in this Agreement, (vi) any 
costs as described in Section 9, and (vii) any insured or reimbursed costs related to a Force 
Majeurc Event. 

"Event Revenues'' shall mean the following combined revenues received by AEG, Goldenvoice 
and any of their respective subsidiaries from an Event, including after termination of this 
Agreement, but not including the Excluded Items: (i) gross ticket revenue less the Restoration 
Fee and Stadium Admissions Tax, (ii) gross VIP ticket and premium seating sales revenue 
(including, but n()t limited to, premium seating sales and tickets and other benefits that may be 
included in a VIP package), (iii) gross food and beverage revenue less sales taxes and third party 
concessionaire commissions, (iv) gross parking revenue Jess applicable and actual expenses 
solely related thereto, (v) gross merchandise revenue less sales taxes and actual cost of goods 
sold, (vi) gross ticketing rebates less credit card fees, (vii) gross shuttle revenue, (viii) gross 
revenue from travel packages and other Event related packages, (ix) gross sponsorship revenue 
less third party commissions, (x) gross revenue from broadcast or re-broadcast or reproduction 
rights (including Internet and other downloadable or transferable media) and other licenses less 
third party commissions solely related thereto, and (xi) any other gross revenues related to the 
Event as currently envisioned, identified or received in the future (e.g. membership passes to 
multiple AEG or its partner's events, etc. on a pro-rata basis); provided, that in calculating 
revenue from any of the foregoing items (i) through (xi), the fair market value of trade and barter 
(above the amounts specified under subsection (ii) of Excluded Items below) shall be included. 
Event Revenues shall not be reduced/adjusted for any overhead, staffing allocations/expenses, 
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internal AEG or Goldenvoice expenses, professional expenses or other similar expenses, except 
as specifically included above. 

'"Event Settlement Date" shall mean the date set forth in Section I 0.1. 

"Excluded Items" shall mean (i) any complimentary tickets provided by AEG to members of the 
media in order to promote the Event, (ii) the direct or indirect revenue from trade or barter from 
sponsors and/or vendors up to twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) individually or two 
hundred fifty thousand dollars ($250,000) in the aggregate, and (iii) up to eight thousand three 
hundred (8,300) complimentary tickets provided by AEG to any person or entity per Event. 

"Excess EIR Payment" is defined in Section I. 1. 

"Festival" is defined in the Recitals. 

"Field Manager" shall mean such person(s) identified from time to time by the General Manager 
as the field manager. 

"Force Majeure Event"' is defined in Section 16.0. 

"General Manager" shall mean the Rose Bowl Operating Company General Manager, or person 
designated by him or her, in writing (including email), to perform a specific task or function. 

"Goldenvoice" shall mean Goldenvoice, LLC. 

''Hazardous Material" shall mean material that, because of its quantity, concentration or physical 
or chemical characteristics, is at any time now or hereafter deemed by any federal, state or local 
governmental authority to pose a present or potential hazard to public health, welfare or the 
environment. Hazardous Material includes, without limitation, any material or substance defined 
as a "hazardous substance, pollutant or contaminant" pursuant to the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 
Sections 9601 et seq., or pursuant to Section 253 I 6 of the California Health & Safety Code; a 
"hazardous waste" listed pursuant to Section 25140 of the California Health & Safety Code; any 
asbestos and asbestos containing materials whether or not such materials are part of the Premises 
or are naturally occurring substances in the Premises, and any petroleum, including, without 
limitation, crude oil or any fraction thereof, natural gas or natural gas I iquids. 

''Initial Term" shall be ten (I 0) years commencing with the first Event. 

''Intellectual Property'' is defined in Section 14.5. I. 

·'Licensed Areas'' shall mean and refer to Brookside, the Stadium, including the Terry Donahue 
Pavilion lounges and suites, Area H and surrounding areas and parking lots as described on 
Exhibit "A··. The Licensed Areas do not include: RBOC administrative offices, storage spaces, 
and public safety and similar spaces, including, without limitation, the following areas: Pavilion 
Roof Level and Command Post, Stivers Public Safety Building, Stadium Maintenance and 
Operations Office, Equipment and Supply Rooms, Concessions Offices and Warehouse, Rose 
Bowl Administrative Offices (excepting an area designated by the General Manager for AEG's 
Box Office Personnel), and Clubhouse structures and buildings. 
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''Load-In Davs" is defined in Section 1.1. 

"Load-Out Davs" is defined in Section 1.1. 

"Losses" is defined in Section 14.11. l. 

"Media Propertv'' is defined in Section 7.0. 

''Minimum Rent" shall refer to the minimum rent payment owed by AEG for each annual Event 
(whether held or not) during the Term as described on Exhibit '"C." 

''Media Property" is defined in Section 7.0. 

"Operations Plan" is defined in Section 5.1. 

"Parties" means AEG, CITY and RBOC. 

"Pavilion" shall refer to that portion of the Stadium identified on Exhibit "D.'' 

''Permits" shall mean all licenses, permits, authorizations and other approvals necessary or 
advisable to operate the Event, other than City Approvals. 

"Permitted Termination Event" shall mean the failure to obtain the City Approvals or AEG's 
failure, despite its reasonable and diligent efforts, to obtain the Permits. 

"Post-Event Walk-through'' is defined in Section 5.4. 

"Pre-Event Walk-through'' is defined in Section 5.4. 

"Production Areas" shall mean the stage, the immediate backstage area, Artist dressing rooms 
and Artist production dressing areas. 

''RBOC" shall mean the Rose Bowl Operating Company, as agent for the City of Pasadena. 

''RBOC Event Dav Support" is defined in Section 1.1. 

"RBOC Event Expenses" shall mean all actual and documented costs and expenses of RBOC or 
the CITY reasonably related to an Event or to perform pursuant to this Agreement, including, but 
not limited to, (i) ushers, security, door guards, ticket takers, guest services, cleaning crews, 
EMS, traffic, grounds crew, stage hand labor and other personnel needed or advisable to produce 
the Event or otherwise comply with the tenns of this Agreement, (ii) subject to Section 9, the 
cost and expense.s of any and all municipal services, including, without limitation, police, traffic 
control, fire, EMS, public works, etc., (iii) all documented costs and expenses associated with 
RBOC Event Day Support, (iv) any out-of-pocket expenses of RBOC incurred assisting AEG 
obtaining any Permits. inspections and approvals as described in Section 5.1 or otherwise, (v) all 
reasonable costs and expenses incurred pursuant to Section 5.6.3, and (vi) documented cost of 
replacement or restoration of damage to (x) the Stadium and/or golf course turf, and (y) the 
Licensed Areas, provided, that the Parties shall work in good faith to mutually agree on 
deployment numbers with respect to subsection (i). and provided further, that for RBOC Event 
Expenses within the Stadium fence line. AEG understands and agrees that the RBOC Event 
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Expenses will be the costs set fo11h in the Stadium Agreements. RBOC Event Expenses shall not 
include RBOC overhead allocations except as mutually and reasonably agreed in writing. 

''Release'' or "threatened Release" when used with respect to Hazardous Material shall include 
any actual or imminent spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying, discharging, 
injecting, escaping, leaching, dumping, or disposing in, on, under or about the Licensed Areas. 

''Renewal Term" shall be two (2) consecutive five-year options to renew held by AEG, 
exercisable in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. 

"Restoration Fee" shall mean a one dollar ($1.00) per ticket per Event Day fee charged by AEG 
for each ticket sold to an Event, which, after discussion with AEG, shall be payable to 
community group(s) for community purposes at the discretion of the RBOC, such as arroyo area 
improvements or promotion of the arts or music. For the avoidance of doubt, the Restoration Fee 
for a ticket that covers three (3) Event Days shall be three dollars ($3.00). 

"ROFN" is defined in Section I 1.0. 

"Stadium" is defined in the Recitals. 

"Stadium Agreements" shall mean the contracts and agreements RBOC has with various service 
providers who provide services to the RBOC at the Stadium and within the fence line of the 
Stadium, such as security, ushers, ticket takers, security and cleaning, provided, that, the Parties 
shall confer on any new, amendment to or modification of any Stadium Agreement, provided 
that, RBOC shall retain all approval rights thereto. 

"Stadium Concession Agreement" shall mean that certain food and beverage concession 
agreement (No. 21,424) with SodexoMAGIC, LLC, dated as of June 27, 2013 that terminates on 
June 30, 2023. 

"Staging Plan" shall have the meaning set forth in Exhibit "G." 

''Supplemental Public Safety Services" shall mean law enforcement, security, emergency 
medical care, and fire and life safety personnel that may be needed to forestall breaches of the 
peace at the Event, as determined by the CITY and its police department in their sole discretion, 
subject to Section 9.1 and to the levels and as specified on Exhibit "E", which exhibit may be 
updated each year of the Term. 

''Taxpaver Protection Act" is defined in Section 24.0. 

''Term" shall include the Initial Term and any exercised Renewal Tenns. 

''Third Party Action'' is defined in Section 14.11.1. 

''Ticketmaster" shall mean Ticketmaster Entertainment LLC. 

''Ticketmaster Agreement" shall mean that certain ticketing agreement (No. 22,051) between 
RBOC and Ticketmaster dated as of October 24, 2014, which tenninates on October 23, 2019, 
and has been provided to AEG. 
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'"Ticketmaster Fee'' shall mean the buyout fee due Ticketmaster equal to Fifty Thousand Dollars 
($50,000) per Event Day through October 23, 2019 in the event AEG chooses not to use 
Ticketmaster to sell tickets to the Event and as further described in this Agreement. For the 
avoidance of doubt, the Ticketmaster Fee that covers three (3) Event Days shall be One Hundred 
Fifty Thousand Dollars ($I 50,000). 

'"Tollett" shall mean Mr. Paul Tollett. 

"Tollett Exit Event" is defined in Section 15.0. 

"'Tollett RBOC Termination" is defined in Section 15.0. 

'·Tollett Termination Period" is defined in Section 15.0. 

"Traffic Management Plan" is defined in Section 5. 1 .2. 

Remainder oj'page intentionally blank 
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l.O EVENT DETAILS AND BASIC SUMMARY OF AGREEMENT. 

l .1 Event and Agreement Summarv. The following is a summary of basic agreement 

information. Each item below shall be deemed to incorporate all of the terms set forth in this 

Agreement pertaining to such item. In the event of any conflict between the information in this 

Article and any more specific provision of this Agreement, the more specific provision shall 

control. RBOC agrees that AEG may use the Licensed Areas solely for the Event and 

preparation during the Term as follows: 

Dates and Hours: 

Load-In: Up to fourteen (14) days prior to the Event Days ("Load-In Davs") 
7:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m., daily. 
Stadium lights permitted until 9:59 p.m. 

Sound Check: Three (3) days prior to the Event Day 
12:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. (intermittent) 

Event Day Schedule: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight 
Sound check to begin after 9:00 a.m. on Event Day (intermittent) 
Stadium Gates Open -- Noon 
Noon to I l :00 p.m. Amplified Sound Hours 

Load-Out: Up to seven (7) days after the Event Days ("Load-Out Days") 
Move-out to occur immediately following the completion 
of Event for a 24-hour period 
From Load-Out Day 2-7, move-out to occur from 7:00 a.m. to 
I 0:00 p.m. each day. 

Brookside Displacement: AEG shall not impact more than nine (9) holes of golf at 
Brookside during the Load-In Days and Load-Out Days, except 
from forty-eight ( 48) hours prior to the Event Days, through 
twenty-four (24) hours after the Event Days, in which period AEG 
shall have access to the entire Licensed Areas. AEG shall use 
reasonable and diligent efforts to minimize the Load-In and Load-
Out time and to minimize the impacts on the operation of the 
Licensed Areas. 

Event Days: It is anticipated that the Event will commence in June 2017, 
subject to RBOC obtaining all City Approvals at its sole cost and 
expense (subject to certain expense reimbursements from AEG as 
described below) and AEG obtaining all Permits for the Event at 
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its sole cost and expense. 

Fees and Financial Terms Capital Promptly upon AEG's receipt of an RBOC and 
Investment CITY executed version of this Agreement, 

AEG shall pay RBOC a one-time payment of 
Three Million Dollars ($3,000,000) (the 
"Capital Investment") plus the Excess EIR 
Payment. The Capital Investment (or a portion 
thereof) is only refundable as specifically set 
forth in this Agreement. 
The Capital Investment due for the first 
Renewal Period shall be Two Million Two 
Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($2,250,000). 
The Capital Investment due for the second 
Renewal Period shall be Two Million Five 
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($2,500,000). 
The Capital Investment shall be utilized by 
RBOC, at its sole discretion (after discussions 
with AEG), for improvements in the Licensed 
Areas. 

Minimum The Minimum Rent payment for years 1 
Rent-Initial through 3 of the Initial Tenn shall be as set 
Term forth on Exhibit "C'' hereto. 

The Minimum Rent for year 4 and each year 
thereafter during the Initial Term shall be 
increased annually by the greater of 3% or the 
annual increase in the CPI for such year (not to 
exceed 5% annually), with such minimum and 
maximum amounts of Minimum Rent as set 
forth on Exhibit "C" hereto. 

Minimum The Minimum Rent for the first year of each 
Rent-Renewal Renewal Term shall be 125% of the Minimum 
Terms Rent for the immediately previous year, and the 

Minimum Rent for each subsequent year of the 
applicable Renewal Term shall increase 
annually at the greater of 3% or the annual 
increase in the CPI for such year (not to exceed 
5% annually), with such minimum and 
maximum amounts of Minimum Rent as set 
forth on Exhibit "C" hereto. 

Annual Rent- AEG shall pay RBOC the greater of 10% of 
Initial Term Event Revenues or the Minimum Rent for each 

Event, whichever is higher. 
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Annual Rent- AEG shall pay RBOC the greater of 12.5% of 
Renewal Terms Event Revenues or the Minimum Rent for each 

Event, whichever is higher. 

!<~vent AEG shall pay RBOC 10% of the Event 
Revenues- Post Revenues after the Initial Term, and if AEG 
Termination does not exercise a Renewal Term, in 

perpetuity for each year that there are Event 
Revenues. 
In the event that AEG exercises a Renewal 
Term then the payment to RBOC shall be 
12.5% of Event Revenues after the termination 
of the Agreement in perpetuity for each year 
that there are Event Revenues. 
RBOC's rights hereunder shall survive the 
termination of the Agreement. 

Stadium AEG shall comply with the provisions of 
Admissions Tax Chapter 4.48 of the Pasadena Municipal Code 

and shall collect and pay to RBOC $1.61 per 
each ticket sold to an Event (subject to change 
from time to time per City ordinance), in 
addition to the Minimum Rent and Annual 
Rent. RBOC shall cause the City Manager to 
designate all complimentary tickets distributed 
by AEG for the Event, including but not 
limited to those issued for promotion, 
marketing, public relations, sponsorships, or 
dressing the house, as being not subject to the 
tax referred to in Chapter 4.48.030 of the 
Pasadena Municipal Code. As tickets are not 
intended to be surrendered at turnstiles (i.e. 
wristbands or bar coded tickets will be used for 
all Events), RBOC will cause the Director of 
Finance to waive the printing requirements of 
Chapter 4.48.070 of the Pasadena Municipal 
Code. RBOC and CITY agree that AEG shall 
not be subject to any targeted music festival 
taxes, subject to certain limitations as mutually 
agreed upon. 

For the avoidance of doubt, Stadium 
Admissions Tax for a three (3) Event Day pass 
would be four dollars eighty-three cents 
($4.83) based on the current $1.6 I per ticket 
rate. 
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Restoration Fee AEG shall include and pay the RBOC the 
Restoration Fee in addition to payment to 
RBOC of Minimum Rent, Annual Rent and 
Stadium Admissions Tax. The Restoration Fee 
shall not apply against any cost of AEG to 
repair or restore the Licensed Areas as 
described in this Agreement. 

Expense AEG shall pay RBOC Four Hundred Thousand 
Reimbursement Dollars ($400,000) as reimbursement of 

RBOC' s actual out of pocket expenses related 
to the Environmental Impact Report ("EIR") 
for the Event, of which Two Hundred 
Thousand Dollars ($200,000) has been paid, 
and the balance of which shall be paid by AEG 
upon presentation of the final EIR to the City 
Council. Additionally, AEG agrees to pay 
RBOC one-half (I /2) of all EIR expenses in 
excess of Four Hundred Thousand Dollars 
($400,000), which payment by AEG shall not 
exceed another Three Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($300,000) (the "Excess EJR 
Pavment") and shall be paid at the same time 
as, and be in addition to, the Capital 
Investment. 

In the event that any portion of the Excess EIR 
Payment accrues or otherwise becomes due 
after the payment of the Capital Investment, the 
amount of the Excess EIR Payment not paid 
with the Capital Investment shall be paid upon 
demand therefor by the RBOC. 

AEG shall pay RBOC the RBOC Event 
Expenses and any other expenses required to 
be paid by it under this Agreement within ten 
(I 0) days after each Event Settlement Date. 

RBOC agrees to confer with AEG regarding 
the material economic terms of any new, 
amended or modified Stadium Agreements, but 
RBOC shall retain the final approval rights. 

Term and Renewal: It is anticipated that AEG shall hold an annual Event during the 
Initial Term and, if exercised by AEG, the Renewal Term. Event 
Days for each Event will be included in a supplemental exhibit for 
each year of the Term. 
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I 
Provided that RBOC has not terminated this Agreement, if AEG 
Vvishes to exercise its option for a Renewal Term 1t shall deliver 
written irrevocable notice to RBOC no later than nine (9) months 
prior to the end of the then expiring Term; provided (i) AEG is not 
in default of its obligations under this Agreement at the time of 
delivering such notice, and (ii) AEG has not defaulted, following 
such notice, on its obligations under this Agreement. 

AEG shall comply with the terms and conditions contained in the 
Amplified Sound Permit. Without limiting the foregoing, AEG 
will use commercially reasonable and diligent efforts to limit 
sound to the close environs of the Licensed Areas. 

RBOC shall make available to AEG existing utility connections. 

In the event that AEG decides not to produce the Event in any year 
during the Term, AEG may suspend the Event for such year by 
delivering written notice and payment of the Minimum Rent for 
such suspended year to the RBOC no later than March 31 of such 
year in which the Event is suspended. 

In the event of a Permitted Termination Event, if AEG elects not to 
terminate this Agreement, AEG may suspend an Event without the 
payment of any Annual Rent or Minimum Rent to RBOC by 
providing RBOC written notice promptly after AEG determines 
that a Permitted Termination Event has occurred, and giving 
RBOC thirty (30) days to attempt to assist AEG with the 
procurement of the applicable Permits. Jn the event that the 
applicable Permits are granted in a timely manner (as reasonably 
determined by AEG), then the Event shall not be suspended. 

RBOC Event Day Support Except as specifically provided to the contrary in this Agreement, 
RBOC shall only provide the following support personnel at the 
Event: all ushers, ticket takers, guest services, door guards, 
security and housekeeping within the Stadium, fire, police, traffic 
control and EMS, the expenses of which shall be reimbursable 
RBOC Event Expenses. 

AEG Event Obligations Jn addition to all other obligations of AEG contained in this 
Agreement, AEG shall be responsible for each of the following for 
the Event: 

SMRJ I 477983899. I 

(a) Overall presentation and production 
of the Event, which Event shall be materially consistent in 
scope and focus as the immediately preceding three (3) 
Events held pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, or as 
otherwise expressly agreed by the Parties. 
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(b) Procurement and payment of all 
perfonners and Artists at the Event, including, without 
limitation, payment of any financial guarantees, travel, 
transportation and lodging expenses of any of the 
foregoing. 

( c) All construction and production 
expenses for the Event, including, without limitation, 
staging, production equipment (including temporary 
construction, lighting, and temporary structures), kiosks, 
digital display monitors, production fees, stagehands, 
production technicians, any other items required to produce 
the Event, and tear-down and clean-up associated with the 
foregoing. 

( d) Local, regional, national and 
international marketing, advertising and promotion of the 
Event. 

(e) Assist RBOC and CITY in 
community outreach/engagement and relations during the 
approval and procurement process for the City Approvals 
and during the Term, as reasonably requested by RBOC. 

(f) Use commercially reasonable efforts 
to promote the CITY, the Rose Bowl Legacy Campaign 
and Pasadena businesses in Event marketing efforts (e.g., 
listing Pasadena hotels and restaurants on the official Event 
related website). In this regard and on an annual basis, the 
Parties shall work in good faith to develop a promotional 
plan to be presented to the General Manager. 

(g) Use commercially reasonable efforts 
to provide complimentary access to the Event to a 
representative designated by CITY to provide information 
to attendees of cultural programming in the Pasadena area. 
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Payment Schedule: Fifty percent (50%) of the Minimum Rent shall be due sixty (60) 
days prior to the first Load-In Day of each Event and the 
remaining fitly percent (50%) of the Minimum Rent shall be due 
thirty (30) days prior to the first Loan-In Day for each Event. Late 
fees on Minimum Rent shall accrue at ten percent (10%) per 
annum, and AEG shall not be granted access to the Licensed Areas 
until such payments are made in full. 

Annual Rent, the Restoration Fee, RBOC Event Expenses and the 
Stadium Admissions Tax shall be due within ten (10) days after 
each Event Settlement Date. 

The Capital Investment for each Renewal Term shall be paid 
concurrent with AEG's written notice to RBOC exercising the 
corresponding Renewal Term. 

Ownership Rights to Except for the rights of RBOC and CITY under the terms of this 
Event: No Additional Agreement, AEG will own and control l 00% of all rights to the 
Costs to RBOC Event and shall be entitled to receive 100% of the revenues from 

the Event (except for Minimum Rent, Annual Rent, post-
termination share of Event Revenues, Restoration Fee, and 
Stadium Admissions Tax, as noted above) and shall be responsible 
for all costs and expenses associated with the Event, as detailed 
herein. 

Termination Rights-AEG AEG shall have the right to terminate this Agreement as follows: 

(a) For a Permitted Termination Event, by providing written 
notice to RBOC promptly after AEG determines that a 
Permitted Termination Event has occurred and giving 
RBOC thirty (30) days to attempt to assist AEG with the 
procurement of the applicable Permits and if all such 
Permits are granted within the thirty (30) day period, then 
no termination will result; 

(b) A one-time right to terminate, without cause, by providing 
RBOC with written notice during the Early Termination 
Period; 

( c) (i) Any time after the second (2n°) Event and during the 
Initial Term, if Event Losses from an individual Event 
(excluding the first two Events) equals or exceeds Two 
Million Dollars ($2,000,000) or cumulative Event Losses 
from all Events equals or exceeds Three Million Dollars 
($3,000,000), provided, however, that Event Losses from 
the first and second Events shall not be included in the 
calculation of cumulative Event Losses; or (ii) during a 
Renewal Term, if Event Losses from an individual Event 
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equals or exceeds Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000) or 
cumulative Event Losses from such event and the 
immediately prior two (2) Events equals or exceeds Three 
Million Dollars ($3,000,000); or 

( d) If RBOC does not provide material access to the Licensed 
Areas to AEG as required under this Agreement after being 
notified in writing by AEG of such failure and RBOC fails 
to reasonably provide such requested access, or as 
otherwise specifically set forth in Section 17. 

In the event that AEG terminates pursuant to sections (a) or ( d) 
above, then RBOC shall refund One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) 
for each Event held less than three (3) Events (in the event that 
more than one (I) Event is suspended (except if as a result of a 
Force Majeure Event) only one (I) of the suspended Events shall 
be deemed as not held for purpose of this Section), no later than 
sixty (60) days following the termination date, and RBOC shall not 
be permitted to hold a similar event to the Event contemplated by 
this Agreement during the forty-eight ( 48) month period after the 
termination date of this Agreement. 

In the event that AEG terminates this Agreement pursuant to 
section (b) above, and there exists at the time of the written notice 
to RBOC an uncured material breach of this Agreement by RBOC 
for which AEG has provided RBOC with written notice thereof 
and an opportunity to cure such breach as described in this 
Agreement, RBOC shall not be permitted to hold a similar event to 
the Event contemplated by this Agreement during the forty-eight 
(48) month period after the termination date of this Agreement. 
For the avoidance of doubt, if AEG terminates this Agreement 
pursuant to section (b) above and there is no material breach of 
this Agreement by RBOC, then RBOC may hold a similar event to 
the Event without restriction. 

Prior to exercising its right to terminate pursuant to section ( c) 
above, AEG must provide RBOC with a full and detailed 
accounting of Event Losses in accordance with Section 10 hereof 
and RBOC and the parties shall comply with the terms and 
conditions of Section l 0. 

Termination Rights- RBOC shall have the right to terminate this Agreement as follows: 
RBOC 
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(a) A one-time right to terminate, without cause, by providing 
AEG with written notice during the Early Termination 
Period, provided that RBOC shall not be able to host a 
similar event to the Event for a period of forty-eight ( 48) 
months following the termination date; 

(b) A Tollett RBOC Termination; 

(c) In the event that AEG becomes insolvent, is declared 
bankrupt. files a voluntary petition in bankruptcy or an 
involuntary petition in bankruptcy is filed against AEG and 
not dismissed within thirty (30) days of its filing, makes an 
assignment for the benefit of its creditors, or otherwise 
elects to wind up its affairs, liquidate its assets or dissolve; 

( d) At the end of the Initial Term and the Renewal Term by 
providing AEG with written notice of termination no later 
than ten (I 0) months prior to the end of the Initial Term or 
Renewal Term as applicable, it being understood that (i) 
RBOC shall not be permitted to hold a similar event to the 
Event contemplated by this Agreement for the forty-eight 
( 48) month period after the termination date, (ii) that any 
termination pursuant to this section (d) shall require the 
approval of the RBOC Board of Directors, and (iii) prior to 
providing the required written notice described above, 
RBOC shall consult with AEG regarding the issues that 
may give rise to its exercising its rights under this section; 
or 

(e) As otherwise specifically set forth in Section 17. 

Except as stated above under "Termination Rights-AEG," and for 
a termination by RBOC pursuant to section (a) above, RBOC shall 
not be required to make any refund to AEG and shall be permitted 
to hold a similar event to the Event contemplated by this 
Agreement without any restriction. 

The restrictions on RBOC from holding an event similar to the 
Event in this section or above under the heading "Termination 
Rights-AEG". shall not apply to activities of the Tournament of 
Roses, UCLA, on behalf of its football program, or any other 
tenant or licensee of RBOC in the Licensed Areas provided, that, if 
music is a central component of such other event and it utilizes 
three (3) or more stages and multiple acts, AEG's consent shall be 
required, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld, delayed or 
conditioned. 
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Exclusivity Neither AEG nor any of its affiliates may promote, produce or 
have any interest in an event substantially similar in scope to the 
Event, as reasonably determined by RBOC following consultation 
with AEG, targeting sixty-five thousand (65,000) visitors in any 
location within eighty (80) miles of the Licensed Areas within 
thirty (30) days before or after the Event Days. 

I .2 Retained Ingress Rights. AEG agrees that, during the Term, RBOC, the CITY, 

their respective officers, employees, agents and subcontractors, retain the reasonable right of 

ingress, egress, and access to the Licensed Areas as necessary for their usual and customary use, 

provided such access does not materially interfere with AEG's use of the Licensed Areas or 

Artist's privacy. On Event Days, from l 0:00 a.m. to I l :00 p.m., the Production Areas will be 

excluded from the areas to which the RBOC and CITY will have access. RBOC and CITY will 

be allowed access to the Production Areas only to the extent required to protect public health, 

safety or welfare. 

1.3 Set Up and Move Out Times. RBOC agrees that AEG may use the Licensed 

Areas at other times and dates not specified herein only with the advance, written consent of the 

General Manager. All preparation, construction, use, and move in and move out, on every date, 

shall conform with the CITY's restrictions on noise and amplified sounds and with the Amplified 

Sound Permit. In addition, AEG agrees to use commercially reasonable efforts to minimize 

lighting, which might adversely affect surrounding residents by utilizing portable lights, at 

AEG's sole cost and expense, to illuminate the Licensed Areas, exclusively, for set up and move 

out occurring after 9:00 p.m. 

1.4 Stadium Tour Program. AEG understands and agrees that RBOC currently 

operates a tour program at the Licensed Areas and that RBOC will continue to conduct public 

tours up to but not including the Event Days, recognizing that the tour program shall not have 

access to the Licensed Areas during sound checks nor any area where heavy machinery is in use. 
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AEG shall give RBOC 24 hours' advance notice if a public tour needs to be cancelled. RBOC 

shall use all reasonable efforts to ensure that persons attending such tours do not photograph or 

otherwise record any activities occwTing on the Licensed Areas (including, without limitation, 

set-up or the stage) without the express, prior written consent of AEG. All revenue generated 

from the tours shall be retained by RBOC. 

2.0 GRANT OF LICENSE FOR EVENT AND LIMIT A TIO NS ON USES. 

RBOC does hereby grant unto AEG the use of the Licensed Areas for the Event during 

the Term and in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth herein. To the extent that the 

Licensed Areas includes premium seating areas in the Stadium, AEG shall comply (and shall 

cause compliance with) the Rules and Regulations Governing Rose Bowl Premium Seating 

attached as Exhibit ''F'. 

AEG agrees that AEG's use of the Licensed Areas shall be limited to the uses and 

purposes specifically set forth herein and for no other uses and purposes. AEG is fully aware of 

the needs of its operations and has determined, based solely on its own investigation, that the 

Licensed Areas are suitable for its operations and intended uses, save for any latent defects. 

AEG agrees to enter the Licensed Areas for such uses and purposes only on the dates and times 

specified herein, and to vacate and surrender the Licensed Areas not later than the dates and 

times specified herein, unless delayed by a Force Majeure Event. This Agreement does not 

constitute a grant to AEG of any ownership, leasehold, easement or other property interest or 

estate in the Licensed Areas. Except as otherwise stated herein, AEG shall bear all costs or 

expenses of any kind in connection with its use of the Licensed Areas or any other property, and 

shall keep the Licensed Areas free and clear of any liens or claims of lien arising out of or in any 

way connected with its use of the Licensed Areas. In connection with its use hereunder, AEG 
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shall at all times, at its sole cost, maintain the Licensed Areas in a good, clean, safe, secure, 

sanitary and sightly condition. 

AEG shall not cause, nor shall AEG allow any of AEG's agents or invitees or Artists to 

cause, any Hazardous Material to be brought upon, kept, used, stored, generated or disposed of 

in, on or about the Licensed Areas, or transported to or from the Licensed Areas absent RBOC's 

prior written consent, which may be granted or withheld at RBOC's sole discretion. AEG shall 

promptly notify RBOC when AEG learns of, or has reason to believe that, a Release of 

Hazardous Material has occurred in, on or about the Licensed Areas. AEG shall further comply 

with all laws requiring notice of such Releases or threatened Releases to governmental agencies, 

and shall take all reasonable and diligent action necessary to mitigate the Release or minimize 

the spread of contamination. In the event that AEG or its agents or invitees cause a Release of 

Hazardous Material, AEG shall, without cost to RBOC (unless solely due to actions of RBOC or 

CITY) and in accordance with all laws and regulations, return the Licensed Areas to the 

condition immediately prior to the Release. In connection therewith. AEG shall afford RBOC a 

full opportunity to participate in any discussion with governmental agencies regarding any 

settlement agreement, cleanup or abatement agreement, consent decree or other compromise 

proceeding involving Hazardous Material. 

AEG acknowledges and agrees that its use of Brookside shall require a buyout payment 

from AEG to the Brookside course operator for Load-In Days, Event Days and Load-Out Days 

for the entire Brookside golf course (or a pro-rated amount of less than the entire course for 

Load-In Days and Load-Out Days as applicable), which buyout amount shall include a buyout of 

the Brookside food and beverage concessionaire. RBOC agrees that the buyout amount shall be 

consistent with the buyout amounts charged to the RBOC for other third party events that occupy 

Brookside. 
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During the Term of this Agreement and provided AEG is not in default, no other multi

day, multi-stage music festival which is substantially similar to the Event, shall be hosted, held, 

produced or promoted by the RBOC or held at the Stadium, except with AEG's prior written 

consent. For the avoidance of doubt, the foregoing restriction shall not apply to activities of the 

Tournament of Roses, UCLA, on behalf of its football program, or any other tenant or licensee 

of RBOC in the Licensed Areas provided, that if music is a central component of such other 

event and it utilizes three (3) or more stages and multiple acts, AEG's consent shall be required, 

such consent not to be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned. 

3.0 CONCESSIONS. 

RBOC agrees that AEG retains the right to sell or distribute or, subject to this Section 3, 

to contract for the sale or distribution of all food and beverages on Event Days and the proceeds 

received by AEG, Goldenvoice or their respective subsidiaries therefrom shall be included in 

Event Revenues. AEG shall use commercially reasonable efforts to include vendors from the 

greater Pasadena area as concessionaires. AEG or its designee shall have the exclusive right to 

sell A11ist-related novelties, t-shirts, hats and other non-food items on Event Days within the 

Licensed Areas and all proceeds therefrom shall be included in Event Revenues. 

3.1 Serving of Alcohol. Pursuant to Pasadena Municipal Code Section 3.24.090, the 

RBOC approves the serving of alcoholic beverages at the Event, subject to AEG's compliance 

(at its sole cost) with all applicable federal, state and local laws, and any rules and regulations 

established from time to time by RBOC. The decision to serve, or refuse to serve, alcoholic 

beverages to any individual at the Event shall be within the sole discretion of AEG or its 

concessionaire. The General Manager may suspend or cease sales of alcoholic beverages at any 

time it reasonably deems it appropriate to do so, and AEG agrees to comply immediately with 

any such instruction. Without limiting the foregoing, AEG's concessionaire shall not engage in 
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the sale or distribution of alcoholic beverages unless it is in possession of a valid licenses issued 

by the California Department of Alcohol Beverage Control and any such other licenses and 

permits as are required under applicable law. AEG shall defend, hold harmless and indemnify 

RBOC and CITY from and against any claims resulting from serving alcoholic beverages at the 

Event. Any agreement between AEG and a concessionaire shall require the concessionaire to 

indemnify RBOC and CITY with provisions that are no less favorable than AEG's 

indemnification rights under such agreement. 

3.2 Stadium Concession A£reement. During the term of the Stadium Concession 

Agreement, the Stadium concessionaires for both the concourse and pavilion areas of the 

Stadium will operate the concessions pursuant to the Stadium Concession Agreement, however 

any net revenues received from RBOC pursuant thereto shall be paid to AEG by RBOC as part 

of Event Settlement. The Parties sh al I confer on any new, amendment to or modification of the 

Stadium Concession Agreement, provided that RBOC shall retain all approval rights thereto. 

4.0 TICKETS. 

4.1 Ticketinu. AEG shall control all ticketing for the Event and shall set the amount 

of the service charge and ticket prices for all tickets to the Event at its sole discretion, subject to 

AEG's obligation to include the Stadium Admissions Tax and Restoration Fee in the price of 

each ticket to the Event and as described in this Agreement. All credit card fees and charges will 

be passed through to the consumer. AEG shall offer the Stadium's premium seating clients a 

first right to purchase premium seating (or its equivalent if the Stadium is not utilized) for the 

Event. The offer to purchase premium seating to such clients shall be coordinated and facilitated 

through the RBOC's third party premium seating group and a commission often percent (10%) 

will be paid by AEG to the RBOC's third party premium seating group for any such sales to such 

clients. RBOC shall not be responsible for any costs associated with ticketing for the Event. 
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Unless the Parties agree otherwise. AEG agrees that parking charges for parking within the 

Licensed Areas shall be bundled with ticketing charges so that individual parking passes cannot 

be sold on Event days within the Licensed Areas. 

4.2 Ticketing Agreement: Ticketmaster Fee. During the term of the Ticketmaster 

Agreement, if AEG chooses not to use Ticketmaster as the ticketing agent for an Event, then 

AEG shall pay Ticketmaster the Ticketmaster Fee and RBOC shall indemnify AEG against any 

claims made by Ticketmaster against AEG in connection with the Ticketmaster Agreement. Any 

new, amended or modified ticketing agreement entered into by RBOC at the Stadium, whether 

with Ticketmaster or not, will carve out the Event from the ticketing rights granted. AEG shall 

be entitled to all rights related to ticketing for the Event including the right to negotiate its own 

agreement with Ticketmaster or to utilize its own ticketing company, in its sole discretion, 

without payment of the Ticketmaster Fee after the termination of the Ticketmaster Agreement. 

The Ticketmaster Fee shall not be deducted from Event Revenues. 

4.3 Additional Tickets to RBOC. AEG shall provide RBOC with the following 

complimentary tickets: five (5) Stadium suites or five (5) 30-person VIP hospitality tents, in the 

event that the Stadium is not used as the main stage for an Event, which shall include VlP 

Festival grounds access with each corresponding ticket, I 00 premium seats in the Pavilion (or 

equivalent in the event that the Stadium is no longer utilized as the main concert stage), which 

shall include VIP Festival grounds access with each corresponding ticket, 250 VIP Festival 

grounds passes, and 250 Event general admission grounds passes to each Event. RBOC agrees 

that the complimentary tickets may not be resold. 

4.4 Ticket Disclaimer. The Event website shall include a disclaimer identical or 

substantially similar to: ''Neither the Rose Bowl Operating Company, nor the City of Pasadena is 

responsible for the promotion or occurrence of this event. No alcohol, drugs, weapons, cans, 
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bottles. or fireworks will be permitted to be brought into the event. Each patron consents to a 

reasonable search for such items before entering. Those who fail to observe rules, regulations 

and Codes of the City of Pasadena may be subject to removal." AEG shall also post the 

disclaimer described in this Section 4.4 at locations as reasonably requested by RBOC. 

4.5 Box Office Use. Unless AEG has paid the Ticketmaster Fee, Ticketmaster will 

function as the official box office management company for the Event during the term of the 

Ticketmaster Agreement. 

4.6 Ticket Counts/Trade Reporting. Subject to Section 19 below, no ticket count, 

sales. or attendance information may be released by RBOC, CITY, or their agents to anyone 

other than AEG unless otherwise notified in writing by AEG. Furthermore, but subject to the 

provisions set forth in Section 19 below, neither RBOC, nor its agents, employees, 

representatives or contractors, shall report any Event-related information to industry trades or 

otherwise, without the express written consent of AEG, including, without limitation, 

information related to gross ticket sales or Event attendance. 

4.7 Complimentarv Tickets. In addition to the tickets identified in Section 4.3, AEG 

shall have the right to issue such quantity of complimentary tickets to media outlets as it 

reasonably deems necessary in order to promote the Event. In addition, up to 8,300 additional 

complimentary tickets may be issued for performers' guests, sponsorships, trade and barter, 

dressing the house, and other bona fide commercial purposes. No other additional 

complimentary tickets shall be issued, absent the mutual written approval of RBOC and AEG, 

such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, conditioned, or delayed. 

5.0 OPERATIONS AND PROTECTION: SPONSORSHIPS. 

5.1 AEG Festival Operations Plan. On an annual basis, AEG shall provide RBOC 

with a written plan, which is reasonably acceptable to RBOC (the "Operations Plan"), for 
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operating and staging each Event at least one hundred twenty ( 120) days prior to the Event, 

which plan shall include, but not be limited to, diagrams and drawings of the placement of the 

stage and all equipment, including speaker formation and direction of speakers, lighting plan for 

the Event and set up, furnishings, seating, the schedule for loading, set up, construction and tear

dovvn, and may be revised each year during the Term for subsequent Events. The Operations 

Plan shall also address compliance with mitigation measures imposed on AEG by the Mitigation 

Monitoring and Reporting Plan adopted by the City Council on April 4, 2016 attached hereto as 

Schedule 5. l. No later than thirty (30) days a1ler RBOC receipt of any Operations Plan, the 

General Manager shall notify AEG whether the Operations Plan is satisfactory to the RBOC so 

that it may be submitted by AEG to the CITY for required Permits, inspections and approvals at 

AEG's expense. RBOC shall assist AEG with obtaining all Permits, inspections and approvals 

as reasonably requested by AEG, but at no cost to RBOC. The Agreement does not substitute 

for nor guarantee the issuance of any Permits or other health or safety related. permit or 

approval. AEG agrees to modify the Operations Plan as required to secure any such Permits or 

other health or safety related permit or approval. The Operations Plan shall include, but not be 

limited to, the following component parts: 

5.1. l Private Security Operations Plan, which is reasonably acceptable to 

RBOC, including supplemental services to be provided by the Pasadena Police Department 

(PPD) and private security companies provided by AEG; a comprehensive operational strategy 

plan shall be submitted to the RBOC. 

5. l .2 Traffic Management Plan shall be developed with the input of the City 

of Pasadena Police Department, the Depa11ment of Transportation and RBOC, which plan is 

reasonably acceptable to RBOC (the "Traffic Management Plan"), including provisions for: 

identification of offsite shuttle and park and ride locations; access/egress routes to parking areas, 
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directional signage along routes (including fixed signage and changeable message signs); 

parking management measures; temporary street closures in the immediate vicinity of the 

Licensed Areas: additional intersection traffic control measures. including temporary 

reconfiguration of certain intersection layouts; travel routes for entry and exit; special traffic 

management procedures (such as use of traffic control personnel) and parking management; and 

staffing levels and locations of law enforcement officers, security personnel, traffic personnel, 

and parking personnel to assist with the control of the roadways. 

5.1.3 Waste Management Plan shall be developed with the input of the CITY 

and RBOC, which plan is reasonably acceptable to RBOC, including identifying the location of 

waste and recycling containers and policies for minimizing waste and increasing recycling 

awareness during the Event; a feature on the Event app, a handout or poster describing the goals 

of the California Department of Fish and Wildlife's Keep Me Wild campaign distributed to 

vendors and/or posted at the Festival and within parking areas; information regarding wildlife 

encounters would be included. 

5.1.4 Sound Management Plan, which is reasonably acceptable to RBOC, 

including final stage layout speaker systems and supporting quantified noise analyses that 

confirm the sound levels associated with each stage (and comprehensively over the entire 

Festival) would be within the allowable noise limits as defined by the Amplified Sound Permit 

attached hereto as Exhibit "'B"; the standard enforcement measures that would be in place during 

each Event in order to ensure that, in real time, sound restrictions are adhered to (including but 

not be limited to noise monitors at the property line of the Stadium and in surrounding 

neighborhood locations, a policy regarding termination of amplified sound after the third 

violation each day if corrective measures are not effective, and gathering and responding to 

public complaints during the Event); and the identification of locations for signage throughout 
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the surrounding neighborhoods requesting that conce1i patrons be quiet and respectful of 

neighborhoods. 

5.1.5 Neighborhood Management and Communication Plan, which is 

reasonably acceptable to RBOC, including neighborhood management to identify streets and 

Arroyo Seco Facilities that would be closed during the Event, or restricted as "no parking" areas, 

or streets that have personnel and barricades limiting vehicular movement; and communications 

to provide nearby residents with a media plan, such as a neighborhood function on the Event app 

describing activities associated with the Event and/or informational meetings to be held for 

nearby residents for, among other things, distribution of resident street access passes that will 

allow residents to access their homes and closed streets during the Event, information related to 

street and Arroyo Seco Facility closures, points of contact for nearby residents, including a 

dedicated phone number to communicate with a representative of the Event organizers 

throughout the Event. 

5.1.6 Facilities Maintenance Plan, which is reasonably acceptable to RBOC, 

including a pre-and post-event assessment of the overall condition of the Licensed Areas, 

specific areas to be assessed would include turf areas on Brookside and Lot H, overall 

landscaping and trees, the Stadium, Brookside Clubhouse, parking areas, and other general 

infrastructure within the heavily used areas of the Licensed Areas, including photo 

documentation to ensure no damage is experienced, and if it is identified, specifically identify 

parties to be responsible for repair within established timelines, with assurance that any repairs 

needed to historical resources would be conducted in conformance with the Secretary of 

Interior's Standards (if applicable). This requirements contained in this Section are in addition to 

the requirements of the Pai1ies contained in Section 5 .4 below. 
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5.2 RBOC Operations Plan. The RBOC, through the City's Fire Department (PFD) 

and PPD, will prepare and/or update the following Plans for public safety services to be provided 

by the City: PPD Operations Plan; Emergency Operations Plan; and Rose Bowl Emergency Plan. 

The RBOC, PFD and/or PPD may consult with AEG on these plans at their reasonable 

discretion. 

5.3 Field Mana£er Supervision. AEG shall comply with all reasonable instructions of 

the Field Manager in loading. set up and construction to minimize damage to the Licensed Areas. 

5.4 Licensed Areas Dama£e. Prior to the first Load-Jn Day of each Event, 

representatives of the Parties shall conduct a walk-through of the Licensed Areas to determine 

the condition of the Licensed Areas ("·Pre-Event Walk-through"). During the Pre-Event Walk

Through, the Paiiies will assess and identify any pre-existing damages. The same 

representatives shall conduct a second walk-through immediately following the last Load-Out 

Day to determine the condition of the Licensed Areas to detennine if there has been damage 

caused by the Event (the "Post-Event Walk-through"). Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the 

Parties, RBOC shall make such repairs on behalf of AEG at AEG's sole cost and expense. If 

AEG damages the Licensed Areas or any personal or real property of RBOC or CITY, the final 

repair costs owed by AEG shall be determined by RBOC in its sole and absolute discretion, 

which shall not be unreasonably exercised, and shall be paid by AEG within thirty (30) days 

after demand therefor, provided, that RBOC shall provide AEG with the estimated costs and 

expenses prior to commencing the work unless the circumstances (such as safety or heath 

concerns) require immediate attention. In the event that the RBOC identifies damage for which 

AEG is responsible hereunder after the Post-Event Walk-through, RBOC shall provide AEG 

with reasonably sufficient back-up to support its claim for reimbursement. AEG's obligations 

under this Section shall survive the cancellation, expiration or termination of this Agreement. 
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Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Parties, AEG agrees to assume all costs for any 

Licensed Areas alterations required for staging the Event and including the cost of any tear-down 

of such alterations. If RBOC becomes aware that the actual costs will be materially higher than 

the estimated costs provided to AEG, RBOC shall promptly notify AEG of such cost difference, 

but this shall not relieve AEG of its obligation to reimburse RBOC for such costs. 

5.5 Staging. AEG agrees to supply, at its sole cost, all labor, materials, including 

Terraplas, supplies and equipment and plywood roads to be used on the Stadium field, any turf 

within the Licensed Areas, or grandstands. AEG will supply the Geotex field cover to be used 

under any staging area and to be used under the plywood roads for stage installation. AEG 

agrees that vehicles will not be permitted on any turf without the prior written consent of the 

RBOC. AEG will cooperate with the General Manager and/or his designee to keep lights and 

noise at levels that attempt to minimize disruption to the surrounding neighborhoods during night 

and early morning hours. 

5.6 Advertising. Sponsorship and Signage. 

5.6.1 Event Sponsorship. Subject to the rights described in Section 5.6.2, AEG 

shall have the sole right to sell sponsorships to the Event. Any presenting or other sponsorships, 

advertisements, signage, etc. proposed to be associated with the Event shall be tasteful and not to 

be a cause for embarrassment to the CITY, and shall not include companies primarily known for 

tobacco products (ore-cigarettes), guns, adult entertainment, or marijuana (or any derivative 

therefrom) or other non-pharmaceutical drugs. 

5.6.2 No Obstruction of Advertising and Signage. AEG acknowledges that 

RBOC has existing contractual obligations to certain donors, sponsors, Rose Bowl Legacy 

Campaign and JMG for exclusive advertising signage with such parties as indicated in Exhibit 

''H,'' which Exhibit shall be updated from time to time during the Term. Such exclusivity shall 
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in no way preclude AEG from selling Event sponsorships to competitors of such parties, and 

AEG may allow for a reasonable number of commercials of such competitors to be shown on the 

Event's temporary video screens vvithin the interior bowl of the Stadium. RBOC anticipates 

entering into additional contracts for permanent advertising signage (including electronic 

signage) in the same and in new locations in and around the Licensed Areas, and RBOC will 

retain all revenue generated by said existing and future agreements for permanent advertising 

signage and shall not be limited in any way from selling advertising. RBOC agrees that any such 

signage referenced in this Section shall not contain specific messaging tied to the Event. AEG 

agrees not to remove or to obstruct, either physically or electronically, (except as necessary for 

bona fide production reasons and after the written approval of the General Manager, which 

approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned, or delayed), during the Event, any of 

the permanent advertising signage (including electronic signage) or to install any temporary 

signage within the interior of the Stadium's bowl which directly competes with such RBOC 

sponsors, without the prior written permission of the General Manager, which permission shall 

not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned, or delayed. In addition, any sponsors tied to Rose 

Bowl permanent signage shall remain visible and lit at any time during the Event except as 

requested by AEG when the Artists are performing. 

5.6.3 Marketing Support. RBOC shall use commercially reasonable efforts, but 

at no cost to RBOC, to support the marketing and advertising efforts of AEG by allowing the use 

of RBOC marketing platforms including, digital media displays, outreach to RBOC databases (to 

the extent dissemination of such information by RBOC is expressly allowed), social media and 

e-commerce portals. AEG shall not register or use any marketing platforms that incorporate 
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RBOC's or CITY's Intellectual Property without the prior written consent of RBOC or CITY (as 

applicable), which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. 

5.7 Utilities. RBOC agrees to furnish, at AEG's cost, all gas, electricity, and water to 

AEG available in the Licensed Areas for the Event. If additional utility services are needed 

beyond the utility services existing at such time, AEG may provide such services at its sole 

expense, provided that such increased or additional services shall not damage any existing 

utilities' infrastructure and shall be subject to the prior written consent of the RBOC. RBOC 

agrees that AEG shall be entitled to use of the public address system at the Stadium. AEG shall 

comply with all reasonable restrictions or limitations as may be required by the RBOC on the use 

of the public address system. AEG shall pay RBOC the cost to restore the Licensed Areas to its 

original condition at the end of each Event. 

6.0 PARKING. 

6.1 Parking Areas. Parking within the Licensed Areas shall be generally as described 

in Exhibit 'T', and may be modified on a periodic basis in the Traffic Management Plan. All 

other parking space needs shall be secured by AEG and shall not include parking in 

neighborhoods adjacent to the Stadium except in situations involving inclement weather that 

prevents parking in the Licensed Areas as provided in Section 6.3. RBOC shall retain 500 

parking passes at locations designated by the General Manager for the RBOC's own use for 

Event Days, at no cost to RBOC. All parking shall be subject to public safety regulation and 

control by RBOC and CITY and Section 6.3. 

6.2 Shuttle/Park and Ride Program. RBOC and AEG agree that a shuttle and park 

and ride service from one or more parking lots outside the Arroyo Seco to the Licensed Areas is 

important to the successful lessening of the traffic impact upon residential areas adjacent to the 

Licensed Areas and to maximize Event Revenues. To that end, AEG agrees that it shall cause, 
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promote and pay for an appropriate shuttle and park and ride service to be operated on Event 

Days. Unless the Parties agree otherwise. or prohibited by law, AEG agrees that any charges for 

the shuttle and park and ride program shall be bundled with ticketing charges. All shuttle and 

park and ride lots shall be identified in the Traffic Management Plan. 

6.3 Inclement Weather. In the event of inclement weather, AEG acknowledges that 

RBOC may prohibit the use of any non-paved portion of the Licensed Areas for parking for the 

Event. The decision of whether the conditions existing prior to and/or during the Event Days 

constitute inclement weather for these purposes shall be detennined, after consultation with 

AEG, within the sole, reasonable discretion of the General Manager and of the Police 

Commander assigned to the Event based upon public safety and damage to turf conditions. AEG 

understands and agrees that, in the event of inclement weather, parking for vehicles that 

otherwise would have parked on non-paved portions of the Licensed Areas may have to be 

accommodated upon the public streets and highways. Inclement weather shall not extend the 

hours of the Event past the limits listed in Section J. l and, subject to Section 16, shall not be 

considered a Force Majeure Event. 

7.0 RADIO. TELEVISION AND FILMING. 

AEG retains the exclusive right to permit radio, television and film personnel to tape and 

record the Event in the Licensed Areas for purposes of broadcast, publicity and news programs, 

and the gross revenues derived therefrom shall constitute Event Revenues. AEG and its 

designees shall have the exclusive right to photograph, film, videotape, broadcast, webcast, 

record or otherwise mechanically reproduce the Event and its related Festival activities (each, a 

"Media Property'') on a live and/or delayed basis at the Stadium during Event Days. AEG (or its 

designee(s)) shall own in perpetuity and may exploit the products of all such Media Property(ies) 

in their discretion throughout the world in all media, and the proceeds therefrom shall constitute 
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Event Revenues. In connection with any such Media Property, AEG shall have the non

exclusive. limited license to use the name "Rose Bowl" and the associated logo (as depicted on 

Schedule 7) solely to inform patrons of the location of the Event (e.g. "Live at the Rose Bowl"), 

provided, however, that it must be clear from the context of such use that the term "Rose Bowl" 

and the associated logo are not being used as a trademark or service mark, or in any other 

manner so as to identify or create any likelihood of confusion concerning the source, quality, 

sponsorship or affiliation of any goods or service, including, but without limitation, any 

commercial product, service. advertisement or sponsor of AEG. AEG's use of the name "Rose 

Bowl" and the associated logo shall compo1i with all applicable style guidelines and AEG shall 

not modify or revise the associated logo in any manner. AEG shall not use any Intellectual 

Property of RBOC or CITY other than the limited use of"Rose Bowl" and associated logo 

described in this Section 7.0, use of which shall inure to the exclusive benefit of and ownership 

by RBOC or CITY, as applicable. AEG hereby grants RBOC and CITY a royalty-free license in 

perpetuity to use recordings of the Media Property(ies), including videotape, films. photographs 

and other recordings, solely to adve1iise and provide infonnation about the Event, its related 

Festival activities and the use of the Licensed Areas to hold the Event. 

8.0 CREDENTIALS. 

Except in case of emergency or public threat, credentials created or approved by AEG 

shall be the only valid credentials for entry into the Event. AEG agrees to supply the General 

Manager with RBOC and CITY staff credentials for the Event. RBOC shall provide AEG with a 

credential manifest at least fifteen ( 15) days prior to the Event Days each year and credentials 

will be provided to RBOC no later than seven (7) days prior to the Event Days each year. 
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9.0 

9.1 Supplemental Public Safety Services. AEG understands and agrees that the 

CITY's Police Chief and Fire Chief each have certain non-delegable duties to safeguard and to 

protect the public safety and shall, in the event of an unforeseen or extraordinary situation, 

secure or provide Supplemental Public Safety Services reasonably necessary to protect the public 

safety, to avert an emergency or to respond to an emergency. Pursuant to California Government 

Code, Section 53069.8, AEG understands and agrees that Supplemental Public Safety Services, 

if any, or as otherwise mutually agreed upon by the Parties, so provided on Event Days shall be 

paid by AEG to RBOC or CITY, as applicable, vvithin ten (10) days of the Event Settlement 

Date, based upon the actual costs of providing those services as determined by the CITY's 

Director of Finance, provided however, AEG shall not be responsible for additional costs and 

expenses of the CJTY that arc not incurred from the occurrence of the Event. 

9.2 Late Fee. AEG hereby acknowledges that late payment by AEG to RBOC of any 

amounts due under this Agreement will cause RBOC to incur costs not contemplated by this 

Agreement, the exact amount of which will be extremely difficult to ascertain. Such costs 

include, but are not limited to, processing and accounting charges. Accordingly, if any amounts 

due from AEG, shall not be received by RBOC within five (5) days after each such amount shall 

be due, AEG sh al I pay to RBOC a late charge of ten percent (I 0%) per annum for all amounts 

due until paid without regard to the five (5) day cure period. The Parties hereby agree that such 

late charge represents a fair and reasonable estimate of the costs RBOC will incur by reason of 

late payment by AEG. 

9.3 Event Rescheduling. If the Event is rescheduled pursuant to the mutual 

agreement of the Parties, AEG shall pay for all reasonable additional and incremental 

documented out-of-pocket expenses, including RBOC and CITY contracted costs, and costs of 
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community notifications, in addition to the costs and fees set forth in this Agreement. Any 

rescheduling shall be subject to approval of AEG and RBOC. 

I 0.0 EVENT SETTLEMENT. 

IO. l Detailed Statements. The Parties shall conduct a preliminary settlement of the 

receipts and accounting for the Event on the final night of the Event, and a final settlement 

thereof by no later than sixty (60) days thereafter (the "Event Settlement Date"). At each 

settlement, RBOC and AEG agree to furnish to each other (as applicable) a detailed statement of 

the (i) Event Revenues, (ii) Event Losses (if applicable), (iii) RBOC Event Expenses, (iv) any 

other expense reimbursements due RBOC under this Agreement, and (v) such additional 

information as may be reasonably requested by the RBOC for purposes of determining Annual 

Rent, as we! I as an accounting of al I of the foregoing. 

I 0.2 Inspection of Records. Subject to the provisions of Section 19.0, RBOC and AEG 

agree that each may. upon five (5) business days' advance written notice setting forth a time of 

inspection and records to be inspected, have access to and the right to audit and reproduce any of 

the other records relating to the generation of the seven (7) most recent Events' Event Revenues, 

Event Losses (if applicable), RBOC Event Expenses and from any expenses or activity related to 

the seven (7) most recent Events, and to the extent either Party deems reasonably necessary to 

ensure the other Pa11y's compliance with this Agreement. If an audit reveals that AEG has 

understated Event Revenues, AEG shall pay RBOC, promptly upon demand, the difference 

between the amount AEG has paid and the amount it should have paid to RBOC, together with 

interest at ten percent (10%) per annum. If AEG understates its Event Revenues received by 

four percent ( 4%) or more, the cost of the audit and all other expenses incurred by RBOC 

pursuant to this Section I 0 shall be borne by AEG and paid to RBOC upon demand. If AEG 

materially and intentionally understates its Event Revenues received, then such understatement 
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shall be a default without notice or cure rights and entitle RBOC to all remedies under this 

Agreement. For purposes of this Section, any understatement equal to or greater than Ten 

Percent (I 0%) shall be deemed material unless such amount is less than Fifty Thousand Dollars 

($50,000). 

I 0.3 AEG Related Partv Services. To the extent that AEG or any of its affiliates 

provides any products, services or supplies for the Event or under this Agreement (such as 

ticketing, concessions, merchandising, broadcasting, etc.), such products, services or supplies 

shall be provided on terms and conditions that are at arms-length and on market terms, which are 

consistent with terms and conditions for comparable facilities and events in similar markets as 

the Licensed Areas. 

l 0.4 Dispute Resolution. The Parties agree to meet and confer in good faith to try to 

resolve any disputes with respect to Event Settlement. In the event that the Parties are unable to 

resolve all disputes within sixty (60) days of either Party providing written notice to the other 

that it wishes to meet and confer in accordance with this Section I 0.4, then each Party shall refer 

those disputed items (the "Disputed Items'·) to their respective outside certified public 

accountants to resolve in accordance with this Agreement. If the accountants are unable to 

resolve the Disputed Items within thirty (30) days of the submission to them of the Disputed 

Items. the accountants shall select an independent third accountant to determine resolution of the 

Disputed Items. The third accountant shall only select as a resolution the position of either Party 

for each Disputed Item or a position between the two, and shall not impose any other resolution. 

10.5 Survival. The Parties agree that this Section I 0 shall survive the termination or 

expiration of this Agreement. 

11.0 PREFERRED VENUE: RBOC RIGHTS TO ADDITIONAL EVENTS. During the 

Term, and provided that AEG has not built the venue located in downtown Los Angeles and 
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presently knmvn as .. Farmers Field'', RBOC shall have the Right of First Negotiation ("ROFN") 

with respect to any music concert or sporting event to be produced or promoted by AEG (or any 

of its wholly-owned or controlled affiliates) to be held in the greater Los Angeles area with an 

expected attendance of 30,000 or more (each an "AEG Event"). AEG shall give the RBOC 

written notice of the existence of an AEG Event including a description of all proposed material 

terms thereof, and RBOC shall have forty-eight ( 48) hours after its receipt of such notice to 

notify AEG that it wishes to hold the AEG Event at the Stadium and confirm that the Stadium 

schedule can accommodate the expected dates for the AEG Event ("AEG Event Exercise"). In 

the event of an AEG Event Exercise, RBOC and AEG shall negotiate in good faith for such 

amount of time as is reasonable and appropriate taking into consideration (i) the amount of time 

it typically takes to negotiate for such an event (within industry standards and customs), (ii) the 

presence of competitive venues to the Stadium, (iii) the operational and economic terms such 

competitive venues could provide, and (iv) the timing of the AEG Event, in order to reach 

mutually agreed-upon terms and enter into a customary definitive facility license agreement to 

hold the AEG Event at the Stadium. In the event that RBOC does not provide an AEG Event 

Exercise or the Parties are unable to reach an agreement for the AEG Event, then AEG shall be 

free to take the AEG Event to another venue. Notwithstanding the foregoing, RBOC 

acknowledges and agrees that the ROFN is subject to Artist preference such that if an artist 

advises AEG that it does not want to hold the AEG Event at the Stadium then AEG shall provide 

RBOC with verification reasonably acceptable to RBOC to validate such Artist preference, 

preferably written notice from the Artist or such Artist's authorized professional representative, 

and the ROFN will not apply in such instance. 
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I 2.0 UMITA TIONS ON HOURS OF OPERATION. NOISE. AND LIQUIDATED 

DAMAGES. 

l 2.1 Violation of Event Hours. The RBOC reserves the right to shut down any 

amplified sound should it continue past I I :00 p.m. on any Event Day. In addition to RBOC's 

right to shut down any amplified sound, RBOC also reserves the right to charge AEG the 

following amounts per minute beginning at I I :01 on an Event Day, for violation of the Event 

Hours, including fireworks being shot off, if use of the amplification system has not ceased at 

that time, and continuing for every minute thereafter until use of amplification system and any 

fireworks have ceased: $3.000 per minute for the first ten (I 0) minutes past 11 :00 p.m., and 

$6,000 per minute for every minute thereafter. If charged, AEG agrees to pay such amount 

within ten (I 0) days of the Event Settlement Date. 

12.2 Sound Amplification Systems. AEG understands that the Licensed Areas are 

surrounded by residential neighborhoods. and that there is a necessity to minimize the impact of 

amplified sound on those neighborhoods. Loudspeaker systems shall be deployed so as to cover 

the staging audience areas only. There shall be no speaker placement above the rim of the 

Stadium, and AEG agrees to immediately remove any such speakers upon notification by the 

RBOC. Further. speakers shall be placed so as to minimize noise spillage above the rim of the 

Stadium and any staging area, specifically speaker clusters shall be aimed so that the upper limit 

of their primary coverage is not directed above the rim of the Stadium. Individual speakers or 

those that are part of a larger cluster shall be attenuated as required to minimize sound spillage 

outside the Licensed Areas, and speakers will not be directed in a manner that would cause a 

reflection of sound into the neighborhoods. Use of delay speaker speakers and/or modern sound 

pattern control systems is required, providing that placement and aiming of these speakers meet 
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the above criteria. No speakers shall be mounted with the center of their coverage above the 

horizontal plane. 

The RBOC reserves the right to monitor sound levels for Event, and to direct AEG to 

reduce the level of amplification if these measurements exceed a level of 75 dBA at the nearest 

residential property line, based on a 15 minute measurement window (measurements to be taken 

using calibrated sound level measurement equipment at locations chosen by RBOC staff). Prior 

to the Event, AEG shall designate a representative from its or an Artist's technical team to be the 

interface with RBOC regarding all amplified sound during the Event and/or such Artist's 

performance during the Event (for purpose of this Section 12 and the Amplified Sound Permit, 

the representative may also be referred to as "AEG"). AEG shall have the capability, either 

directly or indirectly, to make adjustments to sound levels or causing such adjustments to be 

made. Also prior to the Event, the Parties shall endeavor to meet to review the sound 

measurements and reach agreement regarding any necessary adjustments to speakers so as to 

manage the noise level and ensure compliance with this Section 12 and the Amplified Sound 

Permit. 

The General Manager shall immediately notify AEG of any violation of the limitations in 

this Section 12, the Amplified Sound Permit or the Noise Restrictions in the Pasadena General 

Plan Noise Element (and may do so through real-time alerts to AEG) and AEG shall 

immediately adjust the sound to comply. If AEG is unable to comply, AEG shall pay RBOC the 

following: $5,000 per each fifteen ( 15) minute measurement during which there is a violation. 

Further, the RBOC reserves the right to shut down the Event (in full or in part, and even during 

the Event, at its sole discretion) upon the third real-time notification to AEG regarding violation 

of this Section 12, the Amplified Sound Permit and/or the Noise Restrictions in the Pasadena 

General Plan Noise Element. 
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Liquidated Damages. Signing of this Agreement shall constitute agreement by 

AEG and RBOC that the stated dollar amounts in this Section 12 represent the value of actual 

damages caused by the failure of AEG to abide by the limitations described herein. Such sums 

shall be paid within ten (l 0) days of the Event Settlement Date. Such sums are liquidated 

damages and shall not be construed as penalties. AEG understands and agrees that such sums do 

not include any actual additional costs or expenses for staff, equipment or material for Event 

staging or vacating the Licensed Areas, any other fines or penalties assessed for violation of any 

City ordinance or regulation, and that AEG shall be responsible for all such additional amounts. 

l 3.0 ACCOMMODATION OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES. 

AEG and RBOC agree that neither Party shall, on the basis of disability, deny any 

qualified individual with a disability the opportunity to participate in or benefit from any aid, 

benefit or service contemplated by this Agreement. In its overall effort to market its Event to the 

public, AEG agrees to include information about the accessibility of the Event, and to provide a 

telephone number and website address where the public may receive information about 

accessibility and to request those accommodations for which preparation may be necessary by 

AEG. In no way shall anything herein be construed to impose on AEG responsibility for any 

pre-existing condition of the Stadium which may not comply with applicable state and federal 

accessibility guidelines and law. The video board is equipped to accommodate "open 

captioning" for the Event; however, if AEG \Vishes to utilize another mode of captioning for the 

Event (i.e. hand held devices. or people signing to the crowd) then such system shall be sole cost 

of AEG and AEG shall be responsible for procuring the system. 

AEG represents and warrants to RBOC that AEG is and will be in compliance with the 

provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (the "ADA'') to the extent that such 

provisions may apply to AEG's use of the Licensed Areas. AEG agrees to indemnify and hold 
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harmless RBOC for any expense, cost, liability, penalty, fine, punishment, judgment damages or 

claims, whether civil, administrative or otherwise ("Claims''), which may arise or be imposed 

upon RBOC in connection with AEG'S failure or alleged failure to comply with those provisions 

of the ADA applicable to AEG's use of the Licensed Areas, but specifically excludes any Claims 

based upon any ADA architectural or structural requirements for the Stadium, parking lots, 

and/or permanent concessions areas. 

RBOC represents and warrants to AEG that RBOC is and will be in compliance with all 

provisions of the ADA to the extent that such provisions apply to the Stadium, the permanent 

concessions areas, and those parking lots which are controlled, owned, or operated by RBOC. 

Except as provided in the immediately preceding paragraph, RBOC agrees to indemnify and hold 

harmless AEG for any Claims which may arise or be imposed upon AEG in connection with 

RBOC's failure or alleged failure to comply with those provisions of the ADA applicable to the 

Stadium or any portion thereof, including but not limited to permanent concessions areas, and 

parking lots which are controlled, owned, or operated by RBOC. 

AEG agrees to pay all expenses necessary to maintain the Event's compliance with the 

ADA (i.e., providing sign language interpreters, listening devices and CART systems) and 

RBOC agrees to pay all expenses necessary to maintain the Stadium's compliance with the 

ADA, including parking lots and other areas under the sole control and direction of RBOC, 

which may be utilized by patrons of the Event. RBOC requires the construction of an ADA 

accessible platform on the floor and on such other areas as may be required for the Event, and 

AEG is responsible for all costs to build and any and all liability for any claims, suits, etc. 

associated with such ADA seating. Without limiting the foregoing, RBOC agrees to provide 

AEG reasonable access to or use of RBOC's sound system, listening device hook-ups or other 
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equipment RBOC controls. to the extent such access or use is necessary for AEG's fulfillment of 

its obligations under this Section. 

AEG and RBOC shall promptly provide one another with prompt notice of any ADA

related requests which pertain to the Event, so that the Parties may coordinate their response and 

efforts to provide such accommodations. AEG and RBOC shall also direct their respective 

agents, including ticketing and security companies to provide prompt notice of any ADA-related 

requests they may receive. 

14.0 GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS. 

14.1 AEG NOT AGENT: NO JOINT VENTURE: INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR. 

Except as the RBOC or CITY may respectively authorize in writing, AEG and its 

subcontractors shall have no authority, express or implied, to act on behalf of or bind the RBOC 

or CITY in any capacity whatsoever as agents or otherwise. Likewise, RBOC or CITY shall have 

no authority, express or implied, to act on behalf of or bind AEG in any capacity whatsoever as 

agents or otherwise. This Agreement does not create a partnership or joint venture between 

RBOC, City and AEG. Each Party shall be solely responsible for all matters relating to the 

payment of its own employees, including, without limitation, compliance with any federal, state 

or local law and all other regulations governing such matters, provided, however, that AEG shall 

remain liable for its reimbursement obligations to the extent any of the foregoing are RBOC 

Event Expenses. 

14.2 WA IVER. 

Either Party's waiver of any term, condition, breach or default of this Agreement 

must be in writing and shall not be considered to be a waiver of any other term, condition, 

default or breach, nor of a subsequent breach of the one waived. 
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14.3 

This Agreement shall inure to the benefit oC and shall be binding upon, the 

Parties and their respective heirs, successors and/or permitted assigns. 

14.4 ASSIGNMENT. 

Neither Party shall assign or transfer this Agreement or any rights hereunder, 

except to its parent company or a wholly owned subsidiary thereof, without the prior written 

consent of the other Party, which may be withheld in the requested Party's reasonable discretion. 

Any unauthorized assignment or transfer shall be null and void of no effect. No assignment shall 

release the original Parties or otherwise constitute a novation, unless expressly stated and agreed 

to the contrary. For the avoidance of doubt the foregoing restrictions on assignment and 

transfer, shall not include any direct or indirect transfer or issuance of equity interests in AEG or 

its parent entities or any transfer or sale of all or substantially all of its business or assets, or in 

the event of a merger, consolidation, change in control or similar transaction. 

14.5 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY. 

14.5. I Except as provided in Section 7, each Party agrees that (a) nothing in this 

Agreement is intended to convey any ownership or other rights to the other Party in the 

trademarks, service marks, copyrights or other intellectual property rights (collectively, 

"Intellectual Propertv") of such Party or any respective affiliate thereof, (b) ownership of all 

Intellectual Property shall remain the property of the respective holder thereof, and ( c) each Party 

will not use or apply to register any of the other Party's Intellectual Property under any 

circumstances without the prior written consent of the other Party, which consent may be 

withheld at such Party's sole and absolute discretion. 

14.5.2 AEG shall be solely responsible for obtaining any necessary clearances or 

permissions for the use of any non-RBOC Intellectual Property and Media Property, including, 
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but not limited to musical or other performance rights, necessary for the Event or any of the 

activities described in Section 7.0. 

14.5.3 All use of RBOC Intellectual Property by AEG shall be in strict 

compliance with the terms of this Agreement. AEG has no right to sublicense, transfer, or assign 

the use of the RBOC Intellectual Property or use the RBOC Intellectual Property for any other 

purpose other than the purpose described herein. AEG shall maintain a consistent high level of 

quality for its services provided in connection with the RBOC Intellectual Property. 

14.6 COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS; PUBLIC SAFETY. 

AEG and RBOC shall each comply with all Federal, State, County and City laws, 

ordinances, rules and regulations, which are, as amended from time to time, incorporated herein 

and applicable to the performance hereof. Except for the payment of the Stadium Admissions 

Tax described in Section 1.1, each Party shall be responsible for payment of its own taxes 

imposed on it. AEG and RBOC each agrees to endeavor to conduct the Event and all of its 

activities hereunder in a safe and prudent manner with full regard to public safety and to observe 

all applicable regulations and requests of the RBOC and other government agencies responsible 

for public safety. 

14.7 INTERPRETATION. 

14.7.1 ApplicableLaw. 

This Agreement, and the rights and duties of the Parties hereunder (both 

procedural and substantive), shall be governed by and construed according to the laws of the 

State of California. 

14. 7 .2 Entire Agreement. 

This Agreement, including any Exhibits attached hereto, constitutes the 

entire agreement and understanding between the Parties regarding its subject matter and 
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supersedes all prior or contemporaneous negotiations. representations. understandings, 

correspondence, documentation and agreements (vvritten or oral). 

14.7.3 Written Amendment. 

This Agreement may only be changed by written amendment signed by 

both Parties, subject to any requisite authorization by the RBOC Board and/or City Council. 

Any oral representations or modifications concerning this Agreement shall be of no force or 

effect. 

14.7.4 Severability. 

If any provision in this Agreement is held by any court of competent 

jurisdiction to be invalid. illegal, void, or unenforceable, such provision shall be deemed severed 

from this Agreement, and the remaining provisions shal I nevertheless continue in full force and 

effect as fully as though such invalid, illegal, or unenforceable provision had never been part of 

this Agreement. 

14.7.5 Order of Precedence. 

Except as otherwise stated herein with regard to Section 1.1, in case of 

conflict between the terms of this Agreement and the terms contained in any document attached 

as an Exhibit or otherwise incorporated by reference, the terms of this Agreement shall prevail. 

14.7.6 Choice of Forum. 

The Parties hereby agree that this Agreement is entered into and is to be 

performed in the City of Pasadena and that all claims or controversies arising out of or related to 

performance und.er this Agreement shall be submitted to and resolved in the state or federal 

courts located within the County of Los Angeles and to the maximum extent allowed by law, 

each Party unequivocally waives its right to a trial by jury. 
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14.7.7 Duplicate Originals. 

CITY shall be provided with at least one (I) fully signed original copy of 

this Agreement. Subject to the foregoing. this Agreement may be executed in counterparts or by 

fax and/or by PDF (or other similar electronic format), each of which shall be deemed an 

original. 

14.8 TIME OF ESSENCE. 

Time is strictly of the essence of this Agreement and each and every covenant, 

term and provision hereof. 

14.9 AUTHORITY. 

Each Party hereby represents and warrants to the other that it has the right, power, 

legal capacity and authority to enter into and perform its obligations under this Agreement, and 

its execution of this Agreement has been duly authorized. 

14.10 PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS. 

In the event that a Party desires to make a public statement, announcement or 

other communication regarding this Agreement, such Party shall consult with the other Party 

before issuing any press release or otherwise making any such communication, and no Party nor 

any of its affiliates shall issue any such press release or other communication regarding this 

Agreement unless each of the Parties agree in advance on the fonn and substance of such press 

release or other communication, except as may be required by law or by Section 19. 

14. l I INDEMNITY. 

14.11. l Except as limited in this Section and in addition to any other indemnity 

obligation of AEG contained in this Agreement, AEG agrees to indemnify, hold harmless, 

release and defend (even if the allegations are false, fraudulent or groundless), to the maximum 

extent permitted by law, the CITY, its City Council, the RBOC. its Board of Directors, and each 
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member thereof, and their respective officers. commissioners, attorneys, representatives, 

employees, contractors and subcontractors. from any and all liability, loss, suits, claims, 

damages, costs, judgments and expenses (including attorney's fees and costs of litigation) 

(collectively, "Losses") suffered or incurred by RBOC or CITY in any third party action, suit, 

claim, litigation or arbitration ("Third Partv Action'") which in whole or in part result from, or 

arise out oC or are claimed to result from or to arise out of: 

A. Any activity of AEG, its agents (other than RBOC or CITY acting 

at the direction of RBOC or CITY), contractors, representatives, Artists, guests, clients, or 

invitees on or in connection with AEG's use of the Licensed Areas; or any performance under 

this Agreement or in any way related to the Event 

B. Any acts, errors or omissions (including, without limitation, 

relating to the content of the advertising panels or messages displayed by AEG), negligence or 

willful misconduct of AEG, its employees, representatives, subcontractors, Artists, or agents 

(other than RBOC or C JTY acting at the direction of RBOC or CITY) in connection with the 

performance of any of the terms, conditions or covenants contained in this Agreement; 

C. Any infringement claim or demand made by any third party that 

the intellectual property of AEG, or any of the Artists, or any intellectual property otherwise 

performed, distributed, reproduced or displayed at the Event, except for intellectual property 

provided by RBOC or CITY. infringes or otherwise violates any trademark, copyright or other 

proprietary right of such third party; or 

D. Any Release or discharge, or threatened Release or discharge, of 

any Hazardous Materials caused or allowed by AEG, its agents. representatives or invitees, on, 

in, under or about the Licensed Areas, or any improvements located thereon, and any violation of 
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any law regulating the use. handling. transport disposition, treatment or disposal of any 

Hazardous Material. 

14. l I .2 This Agreement to indemnify includes, but is not limited to, personal 

injury (including death at any time) and property or other damage (including, but without 

limitation, contract or tort or patent, copyright, trade secret or trademark infringement) sustained 

by any person or persons (including, but not limited to, companies, or corporations, AEG and its 

employees or agents, and members of the general public). 

14. l l .3 The foregoing indemnity obligations of AEG shall not apply to the extent 

the Third Party Action results (but shall not release any Paiiy from any obligation such Party has 

under Section 14. l l .6) from the sole negligence or willful misconduct of RBOC, CITY, or their 

subcontractors, employees, agents, invitees, or other authorized representatives, nor to the extent 

attributable to any latent defects of the Licensed Areas or any portion thereoC unless such latent 

defect is in any portion of the Licensed Areas constructed (temporarily or otherwise) by AEG or 

its subcontractors, employees. agents, invitees, or other authorized representatives (other than the 

CITY, RBOC or their respective subcontractors). 

14. I I .4 Each Party shall give the other Party prompt and timely written notice of 

any Third Party Action made or coming to its knowledge which may give rise to a Third Party 

Action, and RBOC and CITY shall have the right to participate in the defense at its own expense 

(except as provided otherwise in Section 14.11.6 below). Approval of insurance documents by 

the CITY shall in no way affect or change the terms and conditions of these indemnity 

obligations. 

14.1 l .5 As part of its obligations hereunder. AEG shall defend any such Third 

Party Action brought against RBOC or CITY with counsel of its own choosing and reasonably 

acceptable to RBOC or CITY. Neither Party shall settle or enter into any voluntary consent 
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judgment with respect to any such Third Party Action without the prior written consent of RBOC 

or CITY (which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld) to the extent doing so would 

adversely affect any rights of, or would impose an obligation on, RBOC or CITY (other than a 

financial obligation which is irrevocably payable by AEG pursuant to this indemnity). 

Following notice and a reasonable opportunity to cure, should AEG fail to provide a defense for 

RBOC or CITY as required hereunder, AEG shall reimburse RBOC or CITY for their reasonable 

out-of-pocket expenses (including reasonable outside attorneys' fees) that are incurred as a result 

of any defense or settlement relating to the foregoing. 

l 4.11.6 In the event that pursuant to a written agreement of the Parties or a court 

of competent jurisdiction, in a final decision, determines that RBOC or CITY is partially at fault 

for the Third Party Claim that resulted in the Losses, then RBOC shall reimburse AEG for the 

CITY's and/or RBOC's portion of the Losses but only in direct proportion to the fault of the 

CITY or RBOC. In the event that AEG alleges that RBOC or CITY is responsible or liable for 

any portion of the Losses from the Third Party Action. and the City Attorney for CITY 

reasonably determines that counsel to AEG has a conflict simultaneously representing AEG and 

CITY or RBOC, then RBOC or CITY may, but is not required to, participate in the defense of 

the Third Party Action with its own counsel, and in the event a court of competent jurisdiction 

makes a final non-appealable determination that RBOC or CITY has no fault for the Third Party 

Action that resulted in a Loss, then AEG shall reimburse RBOC or CITY for its reasonable out

of-pocket expenses (including reasonable outside attorneys' fees) that are incurred as a result of 

the defense relating to the foregoing. 

14.11. 7 The Parties' obligations under this Section 14.11 shall survive the 

expiration or other termination of this Agreement. 
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14. l 2 INSURANCE. 

J 4.12.1 AEG agrees to procure and maintain in full force and effect during AEG's 

use of the Licensed Areas policies of insurance satisfactory to CITY which shall insure AEG as a 

named insured and RBOC and the CITY as additional insureds as provided herein against any 

liability on account of personal injury, death and property damage or any similar or different 

injuries arising out of or in connection with AEG's acts of negligence and/or AEG's use of the 

Licensed Areas, in an amount not Jess than $10,000,000 per occurrence (which amount may be 

increased at the RBOC' s reasonable discretion over the Term, and which may be a combination 

of general I iabi lity and umbrella/excess I iabi I ity insurance). Any policies of insurance shall 

specifically endorse RBOC, its Board of Directors, and CITY, its City Council members, and 

each of their respective officers, commissioners, employees, agents, contractors and 

subcontractors, as additional insureds with respect to the liability assumed under this Agreement 

by AEG; and AEG shall provide an additional insured endorsement to RBOC and CITY. AEG 

shall also provide Waiver of the Right of Subrogation, by separate endorsement, and specifically 

against the RBOC and CITY under such policies of insurance. Blanket endorsement providing 

additional insured status will be acceptable. In the event of a cancellation of such coverage, 

AEG sh al I provide RBOC with ten (I 0) days· prior written notice thereof. AEG agrees promptly 

to furnish RBOC and CITY certificates confirming such insurance coverage. 

14.12.2 lnsurance with limits of not less than $1 million for bodily injury and 

property damage, in combined or equivalent split limits, for each single accident. Insurance shall 

cover liability arising out of the use of autos by AEG and its contractors, employees and vendors, 

pursuant to this Agreement. including owned, leased, hired, and/or non-owned autos, as each 

may be applicable. AEG shall endeavor to specifically name RBOC, its Board of Directors, and 

CITY, its City Council members, and each of their respective officials, officers, employees, 
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agents. contractors. subcontractors. and volunteers as additional insureds with respect to AEG's 

auto insurance. 

J 4.12.3 AEG agrees to procure and maintain in full force and effect, and to 

provide evidence of Workers Compensation Insurance. or through a program of Self-Insurance, 

including Employers' Liability with limits of no less than $1,000,000 in forms acceptable to 

CITY. AEG shall cause the Workers' Compensation Policy to be endorsed to waive the Right of 

Subrogation as against the CITY and RBOC. Such endorsement issued on a blanket basis will 

be acceptable. If through a program of Self-Insurance, AEG shall provide a conforming letter to 

RBOC and CITY confirming Waiver of the Right of Subrogation as against the CITY and 

RBOC, and hereby does waive the right of subrogation against the CITY and RBOC. 

14.12.4 Insurance shall be placed with insurers with a Best's rating of no less than 

A:IX. 

14.12.5 AEG agrees to procure all required insurance forms and furnish such 

forms to the CITY no fewer than fifteen ( 15) business days prior to the first Load-In Day for 

approval by the CITY's Risk Manager. Approval of insurance documents by the CITY or 

RBOC shall in no way affect or change the tenns and conditions of AEG's indemnity obligations 

required by this Agreement. AEG SHALL NOT BE PROVIDED ACCESS TO THE 

LICENSED AREAS UNTIL ALL REQUIRED CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE ARE 

PROVIDED TO AND APPROVED BY CITY AS BEING CONSISTENT WITH THE 

REQUIREMENTS OF THIS AGREEMENT. 

15.0 AUTHORIZED AGENT OF AEG: KEY MAN PROVISIONS. 

The duly authorized agent of AEG is Tollett, who shall be the primary point person and 

Event director for AEG during the first five (5) years of the Term. In the event that during the 

first five (5) years of the Term. Tollett is no longer involved in the Event in at least one of the 
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following capacities (a (i) as primary point person or Event director for the 

Event, or (ii) a co-owner of the Event via Future Festivals LLC or a successor, then AEG shall 

provide RBOC with written notice of the Tollett Exit Event within thirty (30) days of the 

occurrence of the Tollett Exit Event, and RBOC shall have a one-time option, within thirty (30) 

days of its receipt of such written notice from AEG, subject to the timing of the Tollett Exit 

Event as described below, to terminate this Agreement, without cost or penalty, by written notice 

to AEG (a ''Tollett RBOC Termination"). The Tollett RBOC Termination shall be effective one 

(I) year after the date of receipt by AEG of such RBOC written notice (the period between 

AEG's receipt of written notice and one ( 1) year thereafter is the "Tollett Termination Period"). 

The Tollett RBOC Termination shall be rescinded by RBOC if the Event Revenues from the 

Event that occurs during the Tollett Termination Period, which Event must be generally 

consistent with the prior Events, are greater than the Event Revenues from the Event 

immediately prior to the Tollett Termination Period. During the Tollett Termination Period, any 

proposed material change to an Event is subject to the prior written approval of the RBOC, such 

approval not to be unreasonably withheld, conditioned, or delayed. If the Tollett RBOC 

Termination is effective and fewer than three (3) Events have occurred, then RBOC shall refund 

to AEG One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) for each Event held less than three Events (3), no later 

than sixty (60) days after the effective date of the Tollett RBOC Termination. For purposes of 

the preceding sentence, in the event that more than one (I) Event is suspended (except if as a 

result of a Force Majeure Event), only one (I) suspended Event shall be deemed as not held. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event that the Tollett Exit Event occurs after ticket sales 

have commenced for the next scheduled Event, then the Tollett RBOC Termination written 

notice, if exercised by the RBOC, shall be delivered to AEG within thirty (30) days after the 

completion of such next scheduled Event, and such notice shall be rescinded by the RBOC if the 
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Event Revenues from the Event that occurs during the Tollett Termination Period, which Event 

must be generally consistent with the prior Events. are greater than the Event Revenues from the 

Event immediately prior to the Tollett Termination Period. If AEG suspends the Event that 

would have occurred during the Toilet Termination Period, then the Tollett Termination Period 

shall be tolled until the next held Event. 

AEG hereby appoints Tollett to act as AEG's agent for all purposes and matters 

pertaining to this Agreement. 

16.0 FORCE MAJEURE. 

IC for any reason, an unforeseen event occurs which is beyond the control of RBOC or 

AEG, including, but not limited to, death, accident, or illness of headlining Artist as designated 

by AEG each year (or an immediate family member thereof). fire, casualty, act of war, natural 

disaster, terrorist acts, or acts of God, which event renders impossible the fulfillment of any 

Event (or Event Day) (such event a "Force Majeure Event"), AEG and RBOC shall have no right 

to nor claim for damages against the other for such failure to fulfill an Event or the Parties' 

respective obligations under the Agreement, it being understood, however, that such Party shall 

make reasonable efforts to cure such failure upon the cessation of such Force Majeure Event. In 

the event that weather conditions become severe enough to create any threat to public safety 

and/or individuals present at the venue, based on the detennination of local public authorities, 

then such conditions shall be deemed a Force Majeure Event. RBOC shall only be entitled to 

collect the Minimum Rent and reimbursement of RBOC Event Expenses if a Force Majeure 

Event occurs and results in the cancellation of any Event (or Event Day), provided, that if any 

Event Days are cancelled because of an act of God which results in (i) the Stadium not being 

able to hold the Event, (ii) the Stadium being inaccessible, or (iii) the CITY being unable to 

provide required material public safety services required pursuant to this Agreement, then the 
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Minimum Rent shall be adjusted on a pro rata basis based on the number of Event Days actually 

held, but in no event shall RBOC receive less than fifty percent (50%) of Minimum Rent for 

such year of the Term. A Force Majeure Event shall not terminate this Agreement as to future 

Events and this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. AEG'S liability for costs 

actually incurred by RBOC or CITY pursuant to this Agreement that are unable to be mitigated 

after RBOC's and CITY's reasonable efforts to do so shall survive any termination of this 

Agreement. Further, AEG shall use reasonable and diligent efforts to procure a policy of 

insurance in a commercially reasonable amount to insure against expenses and business 

interruption associated with a Force Majeure Event. 

17.0 TERMINATION. 

This Agreement may be terminated by either Party, following written notice and the 

passage of a reasonable cure period (including the good faith and diligent commencement of a 

cure by the defaulting Party) under the circumstances for an uncured material breach of any 

material term stated herein. AEG acknowledges and agrees that the scope and focus of the Event 

is a material term of this Agreement. In the event of a breach of this Agreement by AEG, RBOC 

shall have all rights and remedies available at Jaw and in equity, provided however, the right to 

terminate this Agreement shall only be available for an uncured material breach and the reasons 

set fo11h in Section I. I above under the heading ''Termination Rights-RBOC", provided further 

that, (i) for monetary breaches, AEG shall have a period of five (5) business days following 

receipt of written notice from RBOC to cure such monetary breach, (ii) for nonmonetary 

breaches that are.capable of being cured by AEG (other than breaches relating to insurance and 

bonding), AEG shall have a period of thirty (30) days following receipt of written notice from 

RBOC to cure such nonmonetary breach, (iii) for any breach involving the failure to obtain or 

maintain insurance or bonds, AEG shall have a period of three (3) business days to cure such 
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breach and shall not permitted to use or enter the Licensed Areas during any such period unless 

and until the breach is cured. and (iv) notwithstanding anything to the contrary above, AEG shall 

not have the right to cure any breach involving fraud. If AEG shall have commenced a cure of a 

non-monetary breach requiring thirty (30) days to cure and is diligently proceeding with efforts 

to cure, then in the event such cure requires more than the thirty (30) day period specified, AEG 

shall have such additional time as is reasonable under the circumstances to effect a cure, but in 

no event more than ninety (90) days. 

If either Party defaults in the performance of any of its material obligations under this 

Agreement, then the non-breaching Party may, at its sole option, remedy such failure of the 

breaching Party's account and at the breaching Party's expense by providing ten (I 0) days' prior 

written notice of the non-breaching Party's intention to cure such default (except that no such 

prior notice shall be required in the event of an emergency as determined by RBOC). Such 

action shall not be construed as a waiver of any rights or remedies of the non-breaching Party 

under this Agreement, and nothing herein shall imply any duty of either Party to do any act that 

the other Party is obligated to perform. The breaching Party shall pay upon demand, all costs, 

damages, expenses or liabilities incurred by the non-breaching Party, including, without 

limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees, in remedying or attempting to remedy such default. The 

obligations under this Section shall survive the termination of this Agreement. 

18.0 NOTICES. 

Any notice or demand to be given by one Party to the other shall be given in writing and 

delivered by personal delivery, prepaid first-class, registered or certified mail, return receipt 

requested, or via U.S. Postal Service Express Mail or FedEx, UPS or other similar recognized 

private overnight delivery service, prepaid. Notice given as provided herein shall be deemed to 

have been given on the date it was received as evidenced by signature, or date of first refusal, if 
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that be the case. Notice hereunder shall be addressed to the Parties at the addresses set forth 

below. Either Party may change the address at which it receives notices by notifying the other 

Party of such change in the manner provided herein: 

Ifto RBOC: 

With copy to: 

If to the AEG: 

With copies to: 

And to: 

Darryl Dunn 
General Manager 
ROSE BOWL OPERATING COMPANY 
100 I Rose Bowl Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91 I 03 

City of Pasadena 
Office of the City Attorney 
I 00 North Garfield A venue 
Pasadena, CA 91 I 09 
Attn: City Attorney 

Anschutz Entertainment Group, Inc. 
800 West Olympic Boulevard, Suite 305 
Los Angeles, CA. 90015 
Attn: Dan Beckerman 

Goldenvoice, LLC 
425 W. 11th Street, Suite 500 
Los Angeles, CA 90015 
Attn: Paul Tollett 

AEG Live, LLC 
425 W. l l th Street, Suite 400 
Los Angeles, CA 90015 
Attn: Legal Counsel 

19.0 MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF RECORDS. 

AEG acknowledges that the RBOC must comply with the California Public Records Act 

(Cal. Gov. Code §§ 6250 et seq.). Accordingly, any and all records related to this Agreement, 

including but not limited to this Agreement in its entirety, arc subject to disclosure at any time, 

provided however, that unless otherwise prohibited by law or court order, RBOC shall use 

reasonable efforts to (a) provide AEG with notification prior to making such disclosure, and (b) 

to restrict publication or dissemination of the security plans and other proprietary information as 
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allowed under applicable law. The Parties. or their authorized auditors or representatives, shall 

have, upon at least five (5) business days' prior written notice and during normal business hours, 

access to and the right to audit and reproduce any of the other's records to the extent either Party 

deems necessary to insure it is receiving all money to which it is entitled under the Agreement 

and/or are paying only the amounts to which the other is properly entitled under the Agreement 

or for other purposes relating to the Agreement, provided such audit rights shall terminate seven 

(7) years following conclusion of each Event's applicable Event Settlement Date. 

Subject to the rights granted the Parties elsewhere in this Agreement, each Party shall 

maintain and preserve all such records for a period of at least 3 years after termination of the 

Agreement at its established place of business. 

20.0 EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY PRACTICES. 

20.1 Each Party certifies and represents that during the performance of this 

Agreement, it shall itself, and shall use reasonable and diligent effort to cause any other parties 

with whom it may subcontract, to adhere to equal opportunity employment practices to assure 

that applicants and employees are treated equally and arc not discriminated against because of 

their race, religion, color, national origin, ancestry, disability, sex, age, medical condition, 

marital status. Each Party further ce1tifies that it will not maintain any segregated facilities. 

20.2 AEG shall, in all solicitations or advertisements for applicants for employment 

placed by or on behalf of this Agreement, state that AEG is an "Equal Opportunity Employer" or 

that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to their 

race, color, religion, sex, gender, gender identity, gender expression, sexual orientation, marital 

status, national origin, ancestry, mental and physical disability, medical condition, age, 

pregnancy, denial_ of medical and family care leave, or pregnancy disability leave, and/or 

retaliation for protesting illegal discrimination related to one of these categories. 
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20.3 shall. if requested to so do by the RBOC or by the CITY, certify that it has 

not in the performance of this Agreement. discriminated against applicants or employees 

because of their race, color, religion, sex, gender, gender identity, gender expression, sexual 

orientation, marital status, national origin, ancestry, mental and physical disability, medical 

condition, age, pregnancy, denial of medical and family care leave, or pregnancy disability leave, 

and/or retaliation for protesting illegal discrimination related to one of these categories. 

20.4 AEG agrees to use commercially reasonable efforts to recruit Pasadena residents 

initially and to give them preference, if all other factors are equal, for any new local positions 

which result from the performance of this Agreement and which are performed within the City. 

20.5 Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed in any manner so as to 

require or permit any act, which is prohibited by law. 

21.0 NO CONFLICT. 

AEG hereby represents warrants and certifies that no member, officer or employee of the 

AEG is a director, officer or employee of the City of Pasadena or of RBOC, or a member of any 

of its boards, commissions or committees, except to the extent permitted by law. 

22.0 Potential Construction Impacts. 

AEG understands and agrees that the Licensed Areas undergo construction often. RBOC 

shall notify AEG at least ninety (90) days prior to the Event if such construction is likely to have 

a material impact on the Event. Any construction areas shall be screened from view with 

temporary construction fences shielded with green windscreen. An update shall be provided by 

RBOC no later than two (2) weeks prior to the Event. With respect to the temporary 

construction fencing indicated above, such fencing will be non-branded or may be temporarily 

branded by AEG at its cost. 
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23.0 

Under the provisions of the City of Pasadena Taxpayer Protection Amendment of 2000 

("Taxpayer Protection Act''), AEG will be considered a ''recipient of a public benefit." The full 

provisions of the Taxpayer Protection Act are set forth in Pasadena City Charter, Article XVII. 

Under the Taxpayer Protection Act, CITY public officials who approve this Agreement are 

prohibited from receiving specified gifts, campaign contributions or employment from AEG for 

a specified time. As well, if this Agreement is to be approved by the City Council, 

Councilmembers or candidates for Council are prohibited from receiving campaign contributions 

during the time this Agreement is being negotiated. This prohibition extends to individuals and 

entities that are specified and identified in the Taxpayer Protection Act and includes AEG and its 

trustees, directors, partners, corporate officers and those with more than a I 0% equity, 

participation, or revenue interest in AEG. AEG understands and agrees that: (A) AEG is aware 

of the Taxpayer Protection Act: (B) AEG will complete and return the forms provided by the 

CITY in order to identify all of the recipients of a public benefit specified in the Taxpayer 

Protection Act; and (C) AEG will not make any prohibited gift, campaign contribution or offer of 

employment to any public official who negotiated and/or approved this Agreement. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed 

by their duly authorized representatives as of the date set forth below. 

ATTEST: 

By: ---.,,,£-,~ 
MaKJoms)9y, CMC 
City Clerk'" 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

Theresa Fuentes 
Assistant City Attorney 

REVIEWED: 

Erika Estrada 
Purchasing Administrator 
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SCHEDULE t 

General Festival Description 

The annual Festival is anticipated to occur over 2 or 3 consecutive weekend days (Friday through 

Sunday) at AEG's sole discretion, each June. with a capacity of up to 93,000 daily attendees, 

including approximately 3,400 employees to support the Festival. The first year of the Festival 

would be a 2-day weekend event (Saturday and Sunday) with a capacity of 75,000 attendees, 

including employees. 

The proposed Festival would occur on the Licensed Areas, which are shown in Exhibit "A" and 

includes the Rose Bowl Stadium, Brookside Golf Course, Brookside Park, Area H, the Rose 

Bowl parking lots. and other areas within the Central Arroyo Seco. The annual Festival is 

anticipated to begin in 2017, and include: 

• up to four music stages and a theatre performance stage, erected in various locations, 

which may change from year to year, including inside the Rose Bowl Stadium and on the 

Brookside Golf Course, with amplified sound occurring at each stage and in compliance 

with the Amplified Sound Permit. Area H could house a stage as an optional location in 

future years; however, the maximum number of music stages would never exceed four. 

In the first year, Area H would be used only for parking; 

• art displays (some of which may be mobile and include lighting) and cultural 

programming that is representative of Pasadena and the local environs; 

• a limited number of carnival rides: 

• concession stands \vithin the Stadium and throughout the Festival site for sales of 

merchandise, food, and drink; 

• a minimum of two medical/first-aid stations in tents and within the main portions of the 

Festival site that are easily accessible to attendees and to the emergency exit; 

• restroom facilities within the Rose Bowl Stadium and po1table restroom facilities 

throughout the Festival site: and 

• temporary lighting throughout the Festival area for entertainment purposes, public 

safety, art displays, special effects, event cleanup, and after-hours preparation for the 

next Event Day. 

The RBOC will provide parking within the Licensed Areas, in the Parking Areas delineated on 
Exhibit "!" in green, as well as at the Parsons Engineering building. AEG will provide any other 
off-site parking and shuttle locations. For the proposed 2017 Festival, the off-site parking 
locations are anticipated as follows: in Pasadena, the Parsons Pasadena building (1.4 miles 
southeast of the Rose Bowl), Pasadena City College (PCC) (4 located miles to the southeast), 
and a satellite PCC campus is located 5.5 miles to the east; the Santa Anita Park (9 miles to the 
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southeast in the Arcadia); and the University of Southern California (USC) University 
Park Campus ( 14 miles to the soutlnvest in the City of Los Angeles). Employees associated with 
the Festival arriving by vehicle should park off-site (anticipated at PCC), except for band
associated employees and a limited number of AEG executives and key staff members. The off
site parking and shuttle locations may change as set forth in the annual Traffic Management 
Plan. 

No tailgating or recreational vehicle (RV)/overnight camping for attendees is allowed (although 
a limited number of employees could stay on-site overnight). No fireworks, aircraft, parachutist, 
or balloonist shall be allowed outside of the Stadium. Any use of fireworks, aircraft, parachutist 
or balloonist within the Stadium shall be subject to the prior written consent of the General 
Manager and The Pasadena Fire Department, subject to the provision of adequate insurance, 
proof of licensing, and written approval by the Pasadena Fire Department. All fireworks must 
conclude prior to 11 :00 p.m. 
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SCHEDULE 5.1 

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

Attached 
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ARROYO SECO MUSIC AND ARTS FESTlVAL 
FINAL ENVIRO!\'MENTAL Ii\fPACT REPORT (EIR) 

MITIGATION MONITORING k"D REPORTING PROGRAM (MMRP) 

! Mitigation I Monitoring 
Mitigation Measure Timing Responsible Mo'nitori.ng Entity 

Impact- Aesthetics 

Mitigation Measure AES~1: I 
Annually, during City of Pasadena, City Manager/Rose 

Dlrecl!ona! light sources shall be aimed primarily downward (60 degrees or preparation and Bowl Operating Company, through annual 

1.ess from nadir) or upward (45 degrees or less from zenith} and not outvvard review of the implementation and post event review of 

(the angles between), which is classified as the Project Glare Zone. Directional Festival the Festival Operations Plan 

light sources shall not be aimed in the Project Glare Zone. The aiming Operations Plan 

requirement applies to all static and moving directional lighting, with the 
exception of movable lighting on stages or for stage performances. Mov!ng Field verification 
lighting for stage performances Including follow spot lighting may sweep during the Festival 
angles outside of this range provided the center beam aiming terminates ., 
within _the project boundary. No automatic or manually controlled movable 
lighting may sweep from downward to upward almlng If the center beam 
e!ming terminates outside of the project boundary at any time. 

Mitigation Measure AES~2: Annually, durtng City of Pasadena, City Manager/Rose 

The Project operator shall implement the following Project DesiQn Features to preparation and Bowl Operating Company, through annual 

control light trespass at the site boundary and at sensitive receptor property review of the Implementation and post event review of 

lines. Additionally, the Project Design Features shall restrict glare by limiting Festival the Festival Operations Plan 

aiming angles of directional light sources, the luminous Intensities of all light Operations Plan 

sources, and the intensities of light that may be emitted from architectural 
' surfaces and signage. The Project Design Features shall include, but are not Field verification 

limited to, the following:. during the Festival . Stage Performance lighting: 

a Lighting for on-stage performances may include but is not limited 
to house lighting for the audience, fixed stage lighting, follow spot 
lights, moving stage !!ghts, color effects, and video displays. 
Tflese features must comply with lhe speclficatlons estabHshed in 
Mitigation Measure AES· 1. 

0 Video or static Image displays, projected or direct display, shall 
comp!ywlth applicable illuminated signage requirements 
contained in the Illuminated Signage Lighting section contained in 
this f!litlgatlon measure. . Special Feature lighting: 

0 Stroboscopic fighting sha!! be mounted within a0d with !ts lighting 
generally contained within tents1 fuHy enclosed structures, or the , 
Rose Bow! Stadium. Stroboscopic light!ng outside of these areas 

... 

" 
~C?mplia;pc~ ~ot~~-

. 
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.. 
Mitigation ~easure 

shall require approval by the RBOC and must at least meet the 
requirements of Mitigation Measure AES-1. 

0 Exterior laser show lighting shall be aimed wlthin 45 degrees of 
zenith. Laser shows within tents or other enclosed spaces may 
use lower aiming angles If all lasers terminate within the 
enclosure at all times. 

0 Lighting for art !nstallatlons must adhere to Project Design 
Features relative to the specific lighting elements of the piece. 

' Deviations from design features must be approved by the RBOC 
and must at !east meet the requirements of Mitigation Measure 
AES-1. 

0 Catenary Lighting, or light strings, shall use low Intensity lamps or 
shielding. Unshielded omnidirectional catenary mounted l!ght 
sources shall be rated for no more than 450 !umens each (the 
equivalent lumeri output of a 40W incandescent bulb). Catenary 
mounted light sOurces with shielding to prevent upward light -shall 
be rated for no more than 1700 lumens each (the equivalent 
lumen output of a 100W incandescent bulb). 

0 Other lighting equipment Installed to uplight site features, shall be 
shielded to prevent spill light. Uplights for trees shall be aimed 
within 25 degrees of zenith. Uplighting features may be used as 

( an alternative or complimentary to functional area lighting as a 
means to assist in wayfinding. . Temporary Structure Lighting 

0 General lfghting equipnient mounted within covered structures 
may be provided to primarily light areas within the structure with 
center beam candlepower of fixtures aimed within the structure. 
No more than 2 foot-candles Of spill light from interior structure 
lighting is allowed 20 feet beyond the footprint of the structure and 
no more than 1.b foot-candle a~ the project boundary. 

0 Facade lighting of the temporary structures must resU!t ln an 
. average facade muminance of no greatedhan 10 cd/m2

, This 
va!ue is the product of the design average lllur:ninance {in lux} and 
reflectance factor divided by pi. 

0 Signage associated with terTiporary structures must comply with 
the sign lighting requirements set forth in the Illuminated Signage 

Arroyo Seco Mus!c and A1s Festlva! EIR 
Mitigation Monitoring and ReportinQ Prog~am 

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program 

Mitigation 
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Mitigation 
Monitoring 

Mitiga~ion Measure Timing 

Lighting sectlon contained In this mitigation measure. . Functional Aiea 

0 Lighting provided specifically for safety and security at the Project 
perimeter or other areas may not provide more than 1.0 fc 
horizontally or vertically 10 feet beyond the project boundary; 
safety and security lighting shall not create significant impacts for 
glare and spl!J light at residential receptors except temporarily 
during medical, fire, or similar ~mergency events. 

0 All other functional area lighting must comply with Mitigation 
Measure AES-1, or the Catenary Lighting Requirements within 
the Special Feature Lighting section of this mitigation measure. . Illuminated Signage Lighting 

0 Ba.ckHght~d signs and direct view LEO signs shall be specified, 

/ 
dimmed, or otherwise contro!Jed to limlt the average luminance to 
no greater than 800cd/m2 no later than the beginning of 
Astronomical Twl!ight {approximately one hour after sunset in the 

l summertime in Pasadena,_CA). 

Impact - Air Quality 

Mitigation Measure AfR .. 1: Annually, during 

Impacts related to setup, breakdown, and oporaticina! emissions of ROG, NOx, preparation and 

and CO. review of the 
Festival . For onslte equipment greater than 50 HP, all engines shall be certified Operations Plan 

as EPA 1ier 4 or greater englnes, be retrofitted to comply with the 
emissions standards of the Tier 4 engine, or if it is determined that 
such equipment is unavailable, the Festival operator shall document Field verification 

that a good faith effort has been made to obtairl such equipment as during the Fest!va! 

they are unavailable and that the equipment used meets the next 

"~'""'" .. ,,, -'""" ..... ,~ ·~ ~~·· ~-= ,~,c t ~' ~"' =~ 
N~x, an~ CQ em1ssl~ns from al! aerial hfts, air compressors, ~ranes, of the Festival 

and for~_l!fts used onsite. Operation Plan . All gasoline powered pas;;enger golf carts used onsite shall be 
replaced with electric golf carts. This measure reduces ROG, NOx, 
and CO emissions from all gasoline powered golf carts .. . While the Festival can~ot dictate. the vehicle fleets of the vendors and 

EIR 
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program 
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City of Pasadena, City Manager/Rose 
Bowl Operating Company, through annual 
implementation and post event reviE!W of 
the Festival Operations Plan 
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.Mitig~tion Mi;;~~~~~ 

contractors used during the Festival, preference shall be shown to 
vendOrs and contractors that have efficient and cleaner fuel 
equipment, and who can demonstrate commitment to using that 
equipment for the Festival. . The vehicle fleet and mechanical equipment used during the Festlva! 
shall utiHie the latest technologies aval!ab!e to the satisfaction of 
RBOC. To account for advance$ In future tcichnology, every five years 
the Festival operator shall submit a report to the RBOC identifying 
technological advancements in vehicle fleets and mecharyica! 
equipment implemented in Festival setup, operations, and breakdown, 
that result in a reduction in emissions. !n addition, the repor:t shall 
include a detailed equipment list for all golf carts used ons!te verifying 
that they are electric or ''clean~ powered as well as a list of vendor and 
contractor fieet and equipment information as provided by the vendors 
and contractors and a reason for the selection of each shall be 
included. 

Impact· Biological Resources 

Mitigation Measure Bf0-1; Nesting Bird Surveys. 

Impacts to nesting birds protected by the MBTA and California Fish and Game 
Code will be avoided through implementation of the following measures; . A pre-activity nesting bird survey sha!l be co'nducted prior to the onset 

of the Festival each year, vAthln a m.Xlmum of 14 days prior to Project 
setup activities, by a qualified biologis,l The survey shat! be conducted 
by a qualified biologist within all suitable nesting habitat located within 
the Nesting Bird Survey Area, as shown in Figure 3.3-1, which 
include~ a 250-foof survey buffer around the Festlval site to account 
for all potentially nesting birds on and In the immediate Vicinity of the 
Project site. If no nesting birds are found, the Proj~ct may commence 
without potential impacts to nesting birds, . If any active nest is observed during the pre-activity survey, a suitable 
buffer shall be established around the nest as determined by a 
qualified biologist to, ensure no direct or indirect Impacts occur to the 
nest. Many avian species that would nest in the area are accustomed 
to urban environments and regular act!vities that occur at the Rose 
Bowl Stadium; therefore, the buffer distance wl!I be determined based 
on the !ocat!on of the nest as well as the species tolerance to human 

Atroyo Seco Music and Arts FestivS!.E!R 

Mitigation Mon:to:ing and Report:ng Program 

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program 

:·. . .. ,, 

Mitigation ... " MOnito,ring· . . ..: 
Timing Respon,sible Monltori~\l-Entity <;'9mp.1i~~c~ -~~ies 1 

"' .. 

Annually, no more City of Pasadena, City Manager (and 
than 14 days specifically the Pasadena Planning and 
before Festival Com~unlty Development c 
setup activities Department)/Rose Bowl Operating 
commence Company1 through annual Implementation 

and post event review of the Festival 

!f active nests are 
Operations P!an 

observed, during 
the Festival setup, 
operation, and 
breakdown 
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. ~lti.gatiO~ Measure 

presence. A qualified. biologist will monitor the nesting activity after the 
buffer Is delineated and during typical Project-related noises to verify 
that the buffer is adoquat~ly placed and to confirm that breeding is not 
compromised by the Project. Any excessive noise or lighting that could 
potentiatly impact the nest shall b'e directed away from the nest to the 
greatest extent feasible. On¥site monitoring during the 2¥week setup, 
the 3-day Festival, and 1-week breakdown may also be required as 
determined by the qualified biologist based on sensitivity of the Species 
and proximity to Festival actlviUes. The buffer Shall remain In place for 
the duration· the nest is active as determined by a qualified pio!ogist. 

Impact· Greenhouse Gas 

Mitigation Measure_GHG~1: Project~refated Emissions of Greenhouse 
Gases. 

For on-road shuttle vehicles used during operation of the Project, the Festival 
operator s.ha!l'reduce greenhouse gas emissions to the-maximum extent 
feasible through a mix of the following: the use of a maximum number' of 
shuttle vehicles feasible that burn fuels such as Diesel High Performance 
Renewable (HPR), compressed natural gas {CNG}, or equivalent emission 
reducing technology to the maximum exteiit feasible; and the purchase or 
other obtain8ble and verifiable O;HG 'emissions credits of up to a combined 
total of up to 4,700 metric tons of CO,, to offset GHG emissions associated 
with the Project. On an annual basis, prior to_ holding the Festival, the Festival 
operator shall submit to the RBOC an evaluation of its ability to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions through use of alternative fuel shuttle vehicles to 
below the SCAQMD significance threshold, and the how much will be offset by 
mitigation, credits. On an annual basis, the RBOC and the Festival operator 
shall discuss the utiliiation· of new or different technologies or po!icies to 
further reduce impacts to below the SCAQMD significance threshold. 

Impact- Recreation (Cumulative) 

Mitigation Measure REC·1: Cumulative Recreation Impacts. 

Prior to the first year of the Festival, the City shall develop a plan for 
monitoring citywide park use during Fest!val days (Including setup and 
breakdown) and dt;welop a strategy for repairing or Improving parks and 
recreational areas as necessary to address potential increased usage and 
resultifig physical deterioration that could occur on Festival days. Should any 

A.'TO'fO Saco Music and Arts Festival Eif3 
Mitigation ~oniiorlng and Reportlng Program 

Mitigation 
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Monitoring -· . 
Timi rig Respons.ible Monitoring Entify CompliaOcC NoteS. . ' . ' . . 

'· 

Annually, during City of Pasadena, City Manager/Rose 
preparation and Bowl Operating Company, through annual 
review of the implementation 3nd post event review of 
Festival the Festival Operations Plan 
Operations Plan 

Field verification 
during the Festival 

Post event review 
of the Festival 
Operation Plan 

180 days prior to City of Pasadena, City Manager (and 
the Festival specifically the Public Works Department) 

Post event review 
of the City 
m6nitoring plan 
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Mitigation 

Mitigation.Measur~. 
Monlt~ri~g " 

Timing Responsible Monitoring Entity Compliafjce N.otes 
. 

. 

physical deterioration occur, Um City shall be responsible for funding any, 
repairs and/or Improvements. 

Impact .. Tr~ffic, Tran~porta~ion, Circulation and Parking 

Mitigation Measure TRA-1: Traffic Impacts Annually, during City of Pasadena, City Manager (and 

The ~o!low!ng Identifies measures t6 mitigate the potential ~raffic Impacts preparation and specifically the Pasadena Department of 

described in the EIR for Existing plus Project and Future plus Project review of the Transportation)!Rose Bowl Operating 

scenarios. The Project shall develop a Project-specific traffic management Festival Company, through annual Implementation 

plan that_ would be enacted and upda!ed a1:mual!y. This plan would be Operations P!a·n and post event rOview of the Festival 

deve!Oped and updated based on the input from, at a minimum, the Rose Bowl Fl,eld verification Operations Plan 

Operating Company (RBOC), the Pasadena Department of Transportation during the Festival 
(POOT), and the Pasadena Police Department (PPD). The plan shall be Post Festival 
developed choosing from the policies and measures from the list below: review of the . Modifications to Standard Traffic Operations Plan. Based on real-time Festival Operation 

fluctuations in event traffic, RBOC and the Festival operator shall Plan 

coordinate directly with City of Pasadena and other affected local 
agencies traffic operations staff to coordinate traffic signal changes 
with variations in event traffic demand. . The RBOC and Festival operator shall continue to add-traffic control 
officers (TCO) on an a5'"needed basis, and have the ability to use a 
"pickle" (a switch that allows the TCO to manually trigger the signal 
p~asing changes) to adjust traffic signals before, during and after the 
event . The RBOC and Festival operator shall coordinate with the PPD, the 
POOT, and Caltrans in placement of additional CMS. signs to help 
facilitate Ingress/egress on Festival days. 

Coordination with Other Agencies, Providers, and Residents . The RBOC and Festival operator sha!f coordinate event management 
and traffic operations With the City Qf Arcadia on days in which the 

·Festival is being held. . The RBOC and Festi~al operator shall coordinate event management 
and traffic operations with the City of Los Angeles on days in which the 
Festival is belng held. . The RBOC and Festival operator shall coordinate event management 
and traffic opE:rations with the Caltrans on days in which the Festival is 
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Mitigation Measure 

being held. . The RBOC and Festival operator shall coordinate with Metro and other 
local transit providers to ensure that transit service levels are adequate 
to meet the demand generated from the Project. . The RBOC, the City cl Pasade.na and the Festival operator shall 
coordinate.directly with taxi and TNC providers to ensure a smooth 
operation of these vehicles during the Festival. . The RBOC and Festival operator shall develop an extensive local 
outreach program involving.the local community/residents, This wou!d 
be used to gather their input into the traffic managerm;mt of the event 
amongst many Festival related considerations. The RBOC, City of 
Pasaden~ staff, and Festival operator ·shaH assign a resident or 
residents to the role of a community liaison to the event management 
staff. 

Promotion of Transit Usage . The Festival operator shall provide fully- or partially-subsidized transit 
passes for Festival employees and attendees: 

Promotion of Bicycle Usage . The Festival operator shall provide a safe and secure bicycle valet 
system for Festival employees and attendees. 

lncentivize CarpoOling . The RBOC and Festival operator shall prOvide preferential parking or 
reduced parking costs for vehicles/vanpools containing four or more 
people. . The RBOC and Festival operator shall provide a carpool/vanpool 
program similar to the Coachella Festival "Carpoo!chel!a" program. 
This program shat! be widely publicized at a 15ufficient time in advance 
of the event, as we!! as when tickets are released for pre-sale/sale to 
the general public. This program shall provide incent!ves/prlzes to 
participants, such as: 

0 VIP Tickets 

0 AI! access guest passes 

0 Photo passes 

0 VIP wristband upgrades 

Arroyo Saco Music and Arts Festival EJR 
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program 

,--~~-.,.~~~~-,.-~~-;-~~~~~~~~~~~~~,--·~~~~~-.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ... ~. 
D~d~ , 
Monitoring ·· . " ·.', 

. Mitigation Measure 
1 

;1mlng Responsi~le Mdnitoriilg !;ntity _ C<;>.~P·llance .. Nc:ites, .. 

o Merchandise vouchers 

Development of Internet/Social Media/Mobile App Program 

• The RBOC and Festival operator shall distribute the following 
information to Fest.ival attendees and employees via the internet, 
printed media (ne.wspapers/magazines), and social media to ensure 
the broadest distri~utlon of information. 

o Festival/Event maps 

a Directions 

o Americans with Disabilities Act (A,DA) information 

o o Details on visiting/getting to the Festival 

0 0 Parking/transit/shuttle information 

• •The RBOC and Festivai operator shall Provide this Information weiUn 
advance of the event In order ta allow attendees/employees to plan 
how they will be getting to the event and to encourage ride sharing, 

carpooling, traT\sit and bicycl~ use. 

• ·The Festival operator shall develop a smartphone/tableUmobile 
application ("app"), or current technology equivalent. for the Festival. 
The app should be compatible with commonly used operating systems 
such as IOS (Apple), Android (Google) and Windows Phone 
(Microsoft). The app should provide the same data that Is available on 
the event website/social media outlets, including real time information 
where appropriate. The app sryould allow attendees and em"ployees to 
report specific incidents or events in real time (e.g., a traffic 
accidenUcollision, illegal camping, etc.). 

• •The Festival operator shall either develop parts of a Festival app or 
create a new app specifically developed for local residents. The app 
should allow·resldents to report specific Incidents or events In real µme 
(e.g., a traffic accidentlco!!ision, illegal camping, etc.). 

• •The Festival operator shall either develop parts of a Festival website 
or create a new webs!te specifical!y developed for local residents. The 
website should allow residents to report specific incidents or events in 
real time (e.g., a traffic accidenUcollision, Illegal camping, etc.). 

Arroyo Seco Muslc and Arts Festival ElR 
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MitigatiOn Moryitoring and Reporting Program 

M!tigation .. 
Monitoring .. 

. ~itiQa.t~~~ Me~sure Timing .Responsible Mo.nltorlng Entity Co~p-!iance NoteS .. 
Mltlgatlon Measure TRA-2: Traffic Impacts: The Project operator shall Annually, during City of Pasadena,. City Manager (and 

develop a Transportation Report. Card. preparation and specifically the Pasadena Department of . The Festival operator and the RBOC shall develop an event-related review of the Transportation)IRose Bowl Operating 

Transportation Report Card, This wou!d have the benefit of helping the Festival Company, through annual implementation 

RBOC, the City of Pasadena, and the Festival operator improve the Operations Plan and post event review of the Festival 

management of event-related traffic tolfrom the Rose Bowl Stadium Operation·s Plan 

and off~site parking locations. The report card would encompass, but Field verification 
should not be limited to, the following items/data: durin9 the Festival -. 
0 Event attendance information 

0 Average vehicle occupancy (AVO) surveys Post event review 

0 Data on the number of vehicle (automobile and transit), of the Festival 

pedestrian and bicycle incidents Operation Plan 

0 Coordination wlth Caltrans regarding th.? lnters!ate system and 

operations 

0 Management of off~site parking locations and shuttle operations 

0 Vehicle arrival and departure patterns/data' 

0 Social media and app usage 
, 

0 Information/data on additional translt services provided and 
ridership data 

0 Vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian counts. -. The report card shall also involve Input from the local residCnts and 

their liaison as well as the POOT and PPD. 

The report card shat! make recommendations for improvements and 
modifications to the traffic management and Operations plan for subsequent 

Festival years. 
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EXHIBIT "A" LICENSED AREAS 

Exhibit A: Licensed Areas 

'Thie L1cens.&d Area $haH 00 g&rw.rnlly bounded on the north by lhe e:id of tha gotf course. on the 
s.outh by the end oi lot I. to the W8S.I t-Jy West Dnve. and to the east by Rosemont AvenVtl 

Exhibit A 
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EXHIBIT "B" 

AMPLIFIED SOUND PERMIT 
(subject to the terms set forth in Contract No. 

EXECUTION VERSION 

----~ 

This Exhibit shall be updated yearly as part of the Festival Operations Plan. 

Event: Arrovo Seco Music and Arts Festival Event Days: -----

Location: Licensed Areas 

Sound Check and Event Day Hours: 

I. Sound check: three (3) days prior to the Event Day, from Noon - 7:00 p.m. (intermittent) 
2. Event Day Access/Closing: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight 
3. Sound check may begin after 9:00 a.m. on an Event Day (intermittent) 
4. Event Day Amplified Sound Hours: Noon 11 :00 p.m. 

What type of Amplified Sound will be used? (Please circle all that apply) 

lspeechj JLive Entertainmenij 

Equipment Information: 

Maximum wattage of sound system: watts ---
Volume in decibels during the event: dba ---
Approximate distance sound will be audible: ft. 

Equipment Owner's Name & Phone Number: 

Sound Engineer's Name & Phone Number: -------------------

On-Site Contact During Event (List Name): 

BACKGROUND: 

The event will be a music and arts presentation with approximately 93,000 daily attendees 
(including employees and spectators). This sound permit exempting this event from the general 
standards of the noise ordinance and allowing noise levels up to the limits specified in the noise 
element of the City's General Plan is issued pursuant to Section 9.36.170 of the Pasadena 
Municipal Code. This will pem1it amplified noise to occur to the following levels: not 
exceeding a constant of 75 dBA based on a 15 minute measurement window at the nearest 
residential property line. It is not a violation of this permit, however, for noise to intermittently 
spike above those levels. as the Noise Element of the City's General Plan indicates it is the 
historical norm for this permitted activity. Rose Bowl Staff will monitor sound levels on days of 

SMR!l477983899 I 
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the Event and may monitor sound levels during any sound check in order to ensure compliance, 
and will notify AEG immediately if sound levels are not in compliance. 
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EXHIBIT "C" MINIMUM RENT 

I Minimum Rent 

I 
Year of Event Lowest Scenario Highest Scenario 

3% 5% 
· Initial Term 

l $2,000,000 $2,000,000 
2 $2,500,000 $2,500,000 
,, 

$3,000,000 $3,000,000 .) 

4 $3,090,000 $3,150,000 
5 $3,182,700 $3,307,500 
6 $3,278,181 $3,472,875 
7 $3,376,526 $3,646,519 
8 $3,477,822 $3,828,845 
9 $3,582,157 $4,020,287 
10 $3,689,622 $4,221,301 
Total (Years 1-10) $31, 177,008 $33,147,327 

Renewal Term I 
I 1 $4,612,027 $5,276,627 
12 $4,750,388 $5,540,458 
13 $4,892,899 $5,817,481 
14 $5,039,686 $6,108,355 
15 $5,190,877 $6,413,773 
Total (Years 11-15) $24,485,878 $29, 156,693 

Renewal Term 2 
16 $6,488,596 $8,017,216 
17 $6,683254 $8,418,077 
18 $6,883,752 $8,838,980 
19 $7,090,264 $9,280,929 
20 $7,302,972 $9,744,976 
Total (Years 16-20) $34,448,839 $44,300, 178 

I Total (Years 1-20) $90, 111,725 $ l 06,604, 197 

SMRll477983899 l 

Note: Minimum Rent payments for years 1-3 fixed. 
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EXECUTION VERSION 

EXHIBIT "E" - SUPPLEMENT AL PUBLIC SAFETY SERVICES 

The following are the law enforcement, security, emergency medical care, and fire and life safety 
services and personnel that may be needed to forestall breaches of the peace at the Event, as 
determined by the CITY and its police department in their sole discretion. 

This Exh;bit shall be updated yearly as part (~f the Festival Operations Plan. Items not listed 
herein, but deemed necessmy at the sole discretion (f fhe CITY to forestall a threatened breach 
(?[the peace C{/ier approval (?f the Festival Operations Plan shall automatically be deemed to be 
included herein. 

• Pasadena Police Department 
o Load In Security 

Staffing 

• K-9 

• Overnight Security 

Bomb Sweeps 

• Vehicle X-Ray machines 

• Air Plane air quality detection system 

o Event Day Security 

SMR11477983899. I 

• Outside the Fence line 

• Helicopter & it's operator(s) 

K-9 units & its operator(s) 

" Traffic Officers I Motors 

" Traffic Control Officers 

• Neighborhood Rovers 

• Parking Lot Security 

• Illegal Merchandise Security 

• Illegal Food Vendor Security 

,. Illegal Scalping Detail (if requested or deemed necessary) 

• Escorts 

• Overnight Security 

• Temporary Jail Facility and Staffing (if necessary) 

• Inside the Fence line 

" Festival footprint Rovers 

Dispatch support 

Command Post 

UPR (urban patrol rifle) anti-terrorism detail 

Money Guard(s) (if requested or deemed necessary) 

Exhibit E 
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• Pasadena Fire Department 
o Load in 

" Paramedics 

• Ambulance(s) 

• Field Medical Carts 

• Staffing 

Fire Safety 

o Event Day 

• Fire lnspector(s) 

• HazMat Inspector(s) 

" Staffing 

• Paramedics 

• Ambulance(s) 

Field Medical Carts 

• Staffing 

• Fire Safety 

• Fire Jnspector(s) 

HazMat Inspector( s) 

" Pyrotechnic Inspector(s) 

" Staffing 

EXECUTION VERSION 

• Other: which may be in the Pun1iew Of Private Security or Outside Agencies 
o MAGS (if deemed necessary) 
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EXECUTION VERSION 

EXHIBIT ''F" 

RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE ROSE BOWL PREMIUM SEATING 

AEG agrees to the following regarding the use of suites: 

The following are the Rules and Regulations governing the Rose Bowl Premium Seating 
Area: 

l. AEG shall not allow banners or advertisements of any size or nature to be 
displayed in or suspended from the window or sills and shall not allow the 
windowsills to be used for any purpose whatsoever. 

2. Consent to service of Alcohol. Pursuant to Pasadena Municipal Code Chapter 
3.24, the RBOC hereby permits the serving of alcoholic beverages within the 
premium seating areas, subject to any required compliance with Alcoholic 
Beverages Control Act (Division 9) of the Business and Professions Code, all 
other applicable provisions of state law, and to compliance with the Rules and 
Regulations established from time to time by the RBOC. 

3. AEG agrees to use reasonable efforts to help ensure that all of the guests and 
users of its Premium Seating Area practice responsible consumption of alcohol 
and that no alcohol is served to minors or to persons who are intoxicated. 

4. AEG shall promptly reimburse RBOC for costs incurred by RBOC to repair any 
damage or loss caused by AEG or AEG's guests to the Premium Seating Area, to 
furnishing, fixtures, or equipment in the Seating area and to other property of 
RBOC in the Press Box Complex, provided AEG is notified of such damage 
during the Post-Event Walk-Through following conclusion of the Event. 

5. AEG agrees to promptly notify RBOC of any defects or hazardous conditions that 
come to AEG's attention in the Premium Seating area. 

6. AEG and AEG's guests shall at all times maintain proper decorum while using 
the Premium Seating and shall comply with all laws, ordinances, orders, rules and 
regulation of all governmental authorities, and AEG shall not permit any use or 
manner of use of the Premium Seating in violation thereof. 

7. AEG understands and agrees that no food or beverages will be allowed in the 
Premium Seating area except as furnished by the Rose Bowl concessionaire or 
caterer. 

8. Unless other arrangements are made, AEG agrees to pay within ten (l 0) days of 
the Event Settlement Date: all charges for services incidental to the use of the 
Premium Seating Area, including, but without limitation, from food and beverage 
services; and all fees and other taxes imposed or assessed by the County, State or 

Exhibit F 
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Federal government on or from the use of the Premium Seating Area under this 
Agreement. 

9. RBOC, the CITY and their respective officers, agents, employees, and 
representatives shall be entitled to have access to the Premium Seating Area on 
such occasions and to such extent as RBOC or CITY shall, in the sole but 
reasonable discretion of either, deem necessary or appropriate for the proper 
performance of their respective duties and obligations or for the exercise of rights 
hereunder. 

10. AEG agrees that it will not exercise any right or privilege under this Agreement 
based upon race, religious creed, color, national origin, ancestry, disability, sex or 
ages. AEG further certifies that it does not and will not maintain any segregated 
facilities. 
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EXHIBIT "G"- STAGING PLAN 

TO COME AS REQUIRED BY SECTION 5.1 
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EXHIBIT "H" - RBOC SPONSORS 

RBOC Stadium Sponsors 

The follO\ving is a list of Permanent Sponsors and their Exclusive Sponsor Categories at the 
Stadium (list subject to change): 

Company 

Rockstar 
ESPN 
Coca Cola 
Dasani 
Toro 
Honda 
Miller/Coors 
Wescom 
Farmer John 
Adidas 
Powerade 
Passion Growers 
In Stadium 
State Farm 
PAC 12 Conference 
NCG 
Vivid Seats 
Sparkling Ice 
IBEW 
Burbank Airport 
C20 Coconut Water 
UCLA Health Systems 
No1ihwestem Mutual 
San Antonio Wines 
Delta Airlines 
WELK Resorts . 
Melissa's Produce 
Ralph's 
Chick-fil-A 
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Product Type 

Energy Drink 
Broadcast 
Carbonated Beverages(juices 
Water 
Turf care provider 
Automotive 
Beer 
Financial Services & Retail Banking/Credit Union 
Hot dogs, sausages, pork products 
Footwear/apparel 
Isotonic drinks 
Flowers 
Restroom Advertising 
Insurance Services 
Telecomm, MVPD, Mobile Apps, and Mobile Units 
Large Format Print Partner 
Secondary Ticket Partner 
Enhanced Water 
Electrical Union in Pasadena 
Airport 
Coconut Water 
Hospital 
Financial Management 
Wine 
Airline 
Vacation Travel/Timeshare 
Produce 
Grocer 
Quick Serve Restaurant 
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EXECUTION VERSION 

EXHIBIT "I" - PARKING AREAS 

Exhibit I: Parking Areas 

Parking Areas 

Optional Parking or Stage Area 

North 

·Parking Areas also includes Crty dedicated spaces at t~ Parson's Engineenng site (100 WM-t Walnut Ave) ar.d 
parking lots 1rnmed1ately south thweol {genl:l(a!iy at 75 N Farr Oaks Aw;. and 101-173 W. Union St), as r&qui.red 
by Section 10 h of !he Development Agr~ernent betv;e-en th€ Cr1y of Pasadena and PPf OFF 100 West Walnut. l .P 
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